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Friend Burro Works Out A ;these
Otis Lecorna, farmer living out
around Plot Oak, will vouch that
some "dumb" animals aren't ao
dumb.
Otis has acquired a burro and
a goat, and put them in the same
pasture, and the two soon struck
up a fast friendship which has
provided its headaches for the
owner.
After repeated escapes of the

Summing It Up
For This WeekWilliam Lancaster, 45, a native
pf Wingo, Ky., was held today for
-Investigation of murder in the
week-end hammer slaying of his
wife, Laodice, 44, Cuba, Ky.,
native.
Ten thousand. attractive brochures, containing 'pictorial and
factual data on Fulton and South
Fulton were being distributed to
.Chamber of Commerce members
'this week.
J. D. Hales spoke to Fulton
° Rotarians last Tuesday on "The
Rotary Foundation Fellowships"
Tuesday, outlining the multimillion -dollar program of Rotary
International which provides student Fellowships for study in
over 30 foreign countries annually.
A Paducah colored couple, Porter and Ethel Lassiter, were
slightly injured in an automobile
accident here Saturday night at
8:20. They were kept over night
at the Hillview Hospital and dismissed Sunday.

goat from the pasture, Otis discovered that the two had worked
out a pretty slick system for the
job, which goes eke this:
There is a stump in the middle
of the pasture, on which the goat
will jump, and thereupon raise
a racket for the burro to come
alongside. Seeing the goat on the
stump, the burro trots up alongside the stump, the goat jumps
on the burro's back, the burr*
trots over tc the fence, and the
gaat Jumps off its perch, over the
fence, and away.
How's that for co-operapon?
And Otis isn't sure which et
the two is being the smartest: the
goat for working out the scheme
to get out of confinement, or the
burro far obligingly getting rid
of its pasture-mate so it will have
all of the feed to itself.

The Twin-City Rebels met
Monday night at 7. There were 16
members and seven visitors present. The visitors were State
Patrolman Lawrence Gresham,
City Policemen, Charlie Toon and
E. A. Campbell and Mayor Nelson
Tripp, and three boys from Union
City.
Everyone was very interested
in a new placement in the club,
a trophy won at Halls, Tenn., by
Billy Grooms in an altered rod.
The members of the club would
like to express their thanks to
Jack Foy for enabling them to
have a place to meet. The building they are now occupying was
given to the club for as long as
they want to use it. They would
elso like to thank Mrs. Paul
Westpheling for starting the ball
rolling as far as the town interest
is concerned.
Plaques will be ordered next
Monday night.
Anyone interested in the club
—boys or businessmen, is asked
to attend the meeting next Monday at 7 p. m.
Officers of the club are. president, Dickie Thomas; secretary,
Jerry Jones, treasurer, Billy
Grooms, S. 0. A., Gerald Greer,
lied reporter, Jackie Easley.
Other members are Bobby
Bowden, Richard Britton, Harold
Duke, Pat Easley, Tomm &vim.
Truitt Lowe, Doh Minefield, Joe
McIntyre, Jerry Robertson, Tony
Slayton, Butch Thomas, Buddy
Toon, and Butch Workman.
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In an unofficial referendum
conducted in South Fulton in the
general election on Tuesday the
citizens voted overwhelmingly in
favor of TVA power for South
Fulton. The vote was 421 for

Suspects Plead "Baa"
To Charge of Trespassing
Chief of Police Reuben Kimbel
Tuesday qoestioned two suspects
on a charge of trespassing.
"Are you guilty?" asked the
chief.
"Elea!" replied one of the suspects.
"Baa-a-a!" replied the other.
So Chief Kimbel jailed the two
goats to await whatever action
awaits goats charged with trespassing.
The goats were taken into
custody about 8 a.m, after a complaint filed by R. E. Ellegood.
Ownership of the goats has not
been established.

Last Big Game
Is Friday Night

$1,183.82 Raised
In Boy Scout Drive
Wednesday 21,183.82 had been
raised in the Boy Scout drive in
the city of Fulton, according to
Chairman Harold Henderson.
There are still a few call-backs
to be made.
The goal for entire Fulton
County was $2,500.
Mr. Henderson said that he
wanted to thank everyone who
gave and everyone for their cooperation and help in the drive
here.

CAPT. JOSEPH BALAKAS, JR.
from the
U.S. Marines on Oct. 31, at Barstow,
wn above
Is Capt. 13alakes (center) being co
by Brig.
General George H. Cloud. Commanding daneral of the
Supply Center at Barstow, who presided over the ceremonies given in honor of Capt. 13alakas. Al right is Mrs.
Balakas, the former Dorothy Arnold of Fulton.
Capt. /Wakes spent most of his career in the Supply
Department. He was promoted to Warrant Officer in
1943 and was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in
1948. He Served 28 months in the Pacific during World
War II and 14 months in Korea in the Korean Conflict.
(See Ouida's Column for story).

1959 Will Mark 100th Year Of
Railroading Here; I. C. Confirms
The year 1959 would be a fitting time for Fulton to observe a
Centennial celebration, The News
learned Tuesday in conversation
with the public relations of the
I. C. Railroad in Chicago.
In the year 1859 regular railroad service was first established
through Fulton—on a line run-

Is Fined, Given
Suspended Sentence

sting from Paducah. Ky., to Rives,
Tenn. The Illinois Central did not
build the line but it took the
original line over in later years,
after it had been extended to
Louisville. The detailed history
of this original line was never
recorded. the I. C. stated, but
enough has been preserved to
establish the fact that Fulton was
established by this railroad as
"Fulton Station" and that service
began in 1859—facts that definitely pin-point thegiiirtb of Fulton.
South Fultbn, of course, Is already set to participate in the
affair, observing the Golden
Anniversary of their incorporation.
A meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce Board of Directors
was held last night to decide
whether or not to plan a jubilee
celebration, and if so, to begin
working out the details.

William McClanahan of Crutchfield was fined $100 and costs
Wednesday morning and given a
suspended six-month jail sentence
by County Judge John Bondurant
for operating a motor vehicle
without a driver's license and an
automobile license.
McClanahan, whose trial was
held at the Fulton City Hall, was
found not guilty on a DWI
charge, because of conflicting
testimony of witnesses.
His licenses had previously.
been revoked on a DWI charge.
The charges against the CrutchFour FHS students, all working
field man grew out of a two-car
collision early in the fall near on their State FHA degree, plus
Crutchfield. His father, J. W. Mc- their teacher, were guests of the
Clanahan, also of Crutchfield was Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday on
driver of the other car involved. a program observing "National
The son received a broken leg Educational Week".
in the accident and the father was
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, Home
slightly injured.
economics teacher at Fulton High,
presented the following:
Ruth Louise Butts, who introduced the subject of "Vocational
Education, what's ahead and
what's behind"; Sidney Calliham,
Richard Gunn, chairman of the who spoke on "Commercial
Tennessee State Alcoholism Com- Training"; Mary Ann Bennett,
mittee, spoke to the South Ful- whose subject was "Vocational
ton students, fifth through the Home Economics"; and Judy Wol12th grade, Friday, using as his berton, whose subject was "Good
subject, 'Temperance", or non- Service".
use of alcohol.
Mrs. Addie Gillam
Mr. Gunn's address was given
In observance of France E. WilDies Wednesday
lard Day—or Temperance Day in
Mrs. Addle Gillam died WedTennessee.
nesday morning shortly before 10
WILLIAMS REAPPOINTED
at her home in Graves County
Clyde Williams, Jr has been north of Dukedom. The body is at
re-appointed to the Board of Ad- the Jackson Brothers Funeral
justment of the City of Fulton by Home at Dukedom. Funeral
the City Council.
arrangements are incomplete.

Rotarians Hear
Four FEIS Students

R. Gunn Speaks
At South Fulton

•
•
A Kentucky Utilities Company official told the Princeton
Electric Plant Board Monday
night it was not interested in
selling the City its electricaldistribution property in Princeton.
The City Council passed an
ordinance earlier this year
adopting provisions of a State
law that authorizes cities to use
power from the Tennessee Valley Authority under certain
conditions.
Charles Fields
•
•
TVA with only nine persons
In a letter to Mr. Fields dated
casting "no" votes.
September 8, Mr. Watts said that
Kentucky Utilities had tio desire
to sell its facilities in South Fulton and saw no need to arrange
a meeting to negotiate for a purchase of the KU facilities in
South Fulton.
In answer to the September 8
letter from Mr. Watts, Mr. Fields
said: "The City of South Fulton
During the week of November
17-21, fifty-eight Kentucky communities will host Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce Industrial
Specialists, according to the State
Chamber's president, Maurice K.
Henry, Middlesboro.
By the end of next week the
The area team, which will visit Fulton
Police Station should look
Fulton, Bardwell, Murray, Pa- like an
entirely new place. On
ducah and Princeton, is composed Monday
morning of this week
of Glover Cary, Captain, Texas work was
begun on remodeling
Gas Transmission Corp., Ira and
redecorating the police office
Kane, Kentucky Utilities Com- and the
grand jury room, with
pany, Paducah, Keith McCullah, work
under the supervision of
Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, Assistant
Police Chief Hassell
and Bethel Richardson, C. P. A., Williams.
Murray.
There will be new ceilings and
The exact time and day for the tile
floors. The ceiling in the front
"Operation Upgrade" Team to office is
being lowered, and the
visit Fulton is not available as walls are
being painted. A little
of this date.
stage has been built at the north
end of the grand jury room.
where the desk of City Judge H.
M. Perce will be located. A portien of the south room will be
made into a private office for
Chief of Police Rex Huddle. The
rest of the space will be a waiting room. Other things are being
done also.
Eighty Kentucky counties are
Williams' workers are members
now participating in scme phase of the police and fire departof the Area Brucellosis Program. ments. Chief Huddle is errand
Eight counties (Calloway, boy, he said.
Elliott, Graves, Greenup, LawThe grand jury will meet in the
rence, Rowan, Trigg and Wolfe) future upstairs in the office formhave qualified and obtained the erly occupied by Magistrates.
Modified Certified BruncellosisFree status by having less than
one percent brucellosis infection
in all of the testable cattle which
exists in less than five percent of
the herds. The remaining infected
herds continue under supervision
until they are free of the disease. Dear Patricia,
Of the eight certified counties,
The boy I am going with now
Greenup and Lawrence were says he likes me, does he? Please
certified during October 1958.
tell me the initials of the boy I
Twenty-one additional counties will marry and have I met him
(Anderson, Barr e n, Bracken, yet?
Breckinridge, Bullitt, Butle r,
Thanks so much for answering
Campbell, Fulton, Hopkins, Hick- my letter.
man, Lincoln, Mercer, Metcalfe,
Truly yours,
Morgan, Oldha m, Rocheastle,
S.
Simpson, Spencer, Todd, Trimble, Dear S:
and Warren) are in the testing
Yes the boy your going with
phase of the program.
does like you, you have not yet
met the boy you will marry, it
Will be several years yet before
you do. One of his initials will be
Gregory Dale Thomas, infant T.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Thomas of near Sedalia, died Dear Pat, '
Wednesday morning, shortly after
Will you please answer some
birth at the Mayfield Hospital.
questions for me? Does the man I
Brief funeral services will be love still love me? Does he want
held at Rhodes Chapel with burial me after all that has happened?
in the church cemetery Thursday Would he be good and true hi
morning at 11. Jackson Brothers me? Will I ever be with him?
Funeral Home of Dukedom has Would he ever do anything to
charge of arrangements.
hurt me? Will I ever be happy?

Industrial
Team Will
Visit Here

Police Station
Being Remodeled

Fulton County In
Testing Phase
Of Program

youngsters by broadcasting over
WFUL that hot rodders were a
hazard on the highways and
urged the police to keep a close
watch after them. SOME hot-rodders may be a hazard, but after
talking with the boys who
comprise the Twin City Rebels
organization we find them some
of the nicest young men in town
who NEED YOUR HELP.
Last Monday night I was invited to attend a meeting of the
club at their clubhouse in an
abandoned service station near
Foy's Motor Court. Jack Foy, in
the interest of helping young
people, has donated the meeting
place for as long as the boys want
it.
I was unable to go to the meeting. but I was most gratified to
know that State Highway Patrolman Grissom, City Policemen
Toon and Campbell and Mayor

-jottings from

Jo's
Note Bookl
Nelson Tripp attended the meeting and all of the visitors were
pleasantly impressed with the
activities of the boys and want
to give them a hand with their
project
Mayor Tripp and the patrolmen
expressed great interest in the

is prepared to pay a reasonable
price and if in negatiations it
should appear that we cannot
agree upon a figure, it may be
that we can at least agree upon
a procedure for an impartial determination of the value of your
property."
Mr. Fields also said in his letter
that in view of the overwhelming
wishes of the officials and the
people of South Fulton that continuance of service to that community by Kentucky Utilities is
not in the best interest of the
people of South Fulton.
Mr. Fields also pointed out in
his reply to Mr. Watts that the
position taken by the KU president reflected that the citizens of
South Fulton are a captive market
of Kentucky Utilities Company
and the citizens had no right to
change the present situation on
any terms whatever and that the
attitude taken by Kentucky Utilities is not consistent with the
laws and policies of the State of
Tennessee.
Mr. Fields asked that the KU
president reconsider his position
in the matter of good citizenship.
Recently the officials of South
Fulton appeared before the Public
Service Commission of the State
of Tennessee to protest a rate increase by Kentucky Utilities in
South Fulton. As a result of that
protest the rate increase was not
granted to KU. The protest by
South Fulton is under advisement
by the Tennessee PSC.

Trade Husband For
Booster; Get Supply
Of Turnips To Boot
Maybe these two ought to get
together:
On WFUL's Tuesday "Trading
Post" a woman from Martin,
Tenn, advertised the fact that her
husband, about hve feet tall,
weighing about 160 pounds had
been missing from the house for
"a long time", and since be wasn't
much good anyhow, she was interested in trading him off for a
big red rooster.
Lola Howard. Fulton, called in
Wednesday to advertise that she
had thrnips for sale, and to the
first purchaser would "throw in"
for tree, a big red rooster that
had been hanging around her
place eating up the turnips.
Somebody please get word to
the lady at Martin.

PATRICIA LATANE

Dies Wednesday

Young Auto Enthusiasts Need Strip For Testing Handiwork
A hot-rod, in today's jive talk,
has always brought a picture to
our mind of a "souped-up" jalopy
with a hep-cat behind the wheel.
And I would rather imagine that
perhaps a lot of other people have
had this same erroneous picture.
But happily this week we found
out that we were the ones in
error. Because here in our vicinity
we found out that we have what
we may call a "hot-rod" organization, but believe you me its a
far cry from what we had pictured.
Here in Fulton we have a club
called the Twin-City Rebels Club.
It is a group of hard-working,
earnest young boys, who love
automobiles and spend hours on
end working on them, shining 'em
up and getting the most out of
the normally-battered up motors.
Recently we may have east
some unfair aspersions on these

Number Forty-Six

KU Refuses To Sell Facilities
In South Fulton; Council Protests

"Bea", "Baa-a-a!"

Mrs. Larry Webb, the former
Ales Mary Ann Stice of Paducah,
is apciearing every day this week
on the NBC television show,
By Judy Harrison
"Queen for a Day".
FH Student
The show, telecast from CaliYes, our last big game will be
fornia. starts at 3 p.m. and is
played at Mayfield Friday night.
carried by WPSD-TV.
The boys are excited over this
Twenty ladies are wanted at game and if we should beat them,
the turkey shoot Sunday afternoon at the South Fulton school
BROADCAST SCHEDULE:
grounds. The shoot will begin at
Station WF'UL will have a
1 p.m. and turkeys will be given
full sport/wasting schedule this
away as prizes.
weekend. Friday eight the
Mrs. Beulah Mae Hopkins, 68, South Fulton-Woodland Mills
died Tuesday at Clinton-Hickman basketball ranee will be broadCounty Hospital from the effects cast from the South Fulton
of a fall she received last week. gym; Saturday meriting a tape
recording of the Fulton-MayWilmer Browning for the Farm field football rause will be
Economic!! Department at the broadcast at a time to be anUniversity of Kentucky will be nounced on the Saturday "liveIn the county next Friday night, wire"; and at ILeirs Saturday
Nov. 14, at 7 p. m. for a meeting the UK-game.
•
•
•
at the Cayce school to discuss
which I feel we can, there will be
next year's outlook.
one happy group of boys and a
Fulton County Health Sanitar- happy group of fans.
Coach, we want you and the
ian Harry Barry attended a meeting of the Health Department in team to know that out of all the
games we've played this season,
Paducah Wednesday.
we're really behind you all the
The South Fulton Red Devi- way this game.
lettes won their first basketball
If you could see the study halls
game of the season, defeating the up here at F. H. S., you wouldn't
night.
Tuesday
there
Kenton girls
have any doubt in your mind that
The South Fulton Red Devils we are truely counting on beating
first
their
went down in defeat in
the Mayfield Cardinals.
game of the season. They played
Superintendent W. L. Holland
the Kenton boys.
says, "We're going to tear them
up and throw the pieces away."
Friday, November 7, at 10:15 , The team is in good shape and
a. m., Miss Nancy Adams. a has practiced hard. If everyone
sophomore music major and a of the members will have conficombo, all students of Murray dence in themselves and the
State College, gave a marvelous others, I am sure there will be
display of talent in •show spon- no misunderstanding of who's gosored by 11B, 12A, and 128 of ing to win this game.
Wingo High School.
As the cheerleaders often say,
"Let's go, Let's fight, Let's win!"

Twin-City Rebels
To Meet Monday

4et J
64

welfare of the boys and feel that
perhaps mechanics in the area,
and more particularly, some civic
group of men, would like to
undertake the project in the interest of keeping our young
wholesomely engaged. What the
boys need is what they call a
"drag strip" Not a road to speed
like mad, but just a quarter of a
mile of road, with asphalt where
they can take their cars out and
test them and perhaps periodically have races.
Halls, Tenn. and Sturgis. Ky.
are among some of the nearby
communities that provide patrolled, insured drag strips for their
young, mechanically minded boys
Our boys have to drive that far
to test their cars and it is our
thought that if other communities
can provide this facility for
recreation, so can we. It has been
suggested to us that there are

many almost abandoned county
roads in the area that could be
easily utilized as a testing strip.
In the public interest perhaps our
County officials could pour some
asphalt on the roads and in that
manner we could keep our boys
off the highway, instill a faith
in our leaders, and moreover interest lots of other boys in this
interesting recreation.
Last week young Billy Grooms
won a trophy at Halls, Tenn. It
is proudly displayed in their club
rooms. And there too the boys
could use some help. The building
is cold, unheated, and with bad
weather coming on, will be damp.
But that doesn't daunt the spirits
of these young men
If they have so much faith in
themselves . . . don't you think
maybe we can have some faith in
their ability by lending them a
helping hand?

Will I ever be well again? Will
this man do anything to hurt me
if I leave him? Will I be satisfied?
Will things ever be as I desire?
Does this man love me Please tell
me the best things to do that I
will be happy afterward.
Please answer soon as you can
as I am anxious to know.
Anxious.
Dear Anxious:
My advice to you, you had better stay with your husband, he
loves you, this man you: have
been having an affair with doesn't
care for you, and if he did you
could never be happy with him,
because every time he looked at
you, he would be wondering if
you were stepping out on him,
like you did your husband when
you were going with him. So you
see it would never work. the
thing for you to do, is try to
made up to your husband for being unfaithful and pray and ask
God for forgiveness, and then
start acting like a married woman
your age should.
Dear Patricia,
I enjoy reading your column go
much. I am asking you please
answer a few questions for me.
Will my son in the service ever
quit drinking and settle down?
Will he get a divorce or is he
just bluffing? Is my daughter-inlaw faithful to her husband?
Thanks,
Worried
Dear Worried:
Yes, your son will settle down
and quit drinking when he has a
wife that wants to settle down
and act like a :narried woman is
suppose to.
NOW ON SALE
Extra copies of this month's
Issue of "The Kennel", Fulton
High School newspaper, are on
sale at Evans Onig Store for 10c
per copy, and subsequent issues
will also be sold there as soon
as they are published, the Staff
announced this week

•

—From The PUS "Kennett"
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Keeping Up With
Our Graduates

Pus ~xeftnezr

In the full view of all with no
head! But I've gotten used to
being around a bunch of kids
and I'm real fond of them now.
Of course, I remember lots of
their mothers and daddies when
they were in school here. It may
be a good thing that I can't
Pin Robert E. Lee's statue and talk
in the ordinary way because
I've stood right here in the hall
I might be tempted to tell some
at Fulton High School for alof the pranks that went on back
most thirty years. Sometimes I
in the good old days.
wish I was fixed so I could sit That was when Mr. Vest C. Myers
down, but that's Just not poss- was superintendent. He was a tall,
ible. There's not but one joint handsome man with dark hair
in my body and that's in my
and eyes. All the children liked
neck. So you see, there's no sithim. He was a widower and some
ting for me unless I sit on my of the ladies thought he leas
head, and that wouldn't be Wen- real good looking, too Then came
ifled. Tve been beheaded seven
Mr. J. 0. Lewis, a friendly, genial
or eight times, and that's not kind of man. The ladies liked
Principal Martin holds head of
very dignified either. Makes me him, too, and one of them got
Lee.
feel right foolish, standing here him. Now we have Mr. Lawrence
Holland who's a special friend of
mine. He always sees that I'm
well taken care of and hunts
up my head for me when it's
lost.
I've got a lot of good friends
around here. There are Miss MarNEW TIRE GUARANTEE ON PASSENGER
tin and Mr. Lowe. They greeted
me when I first arrived. Then
TIRES
there are Mrs. Steele and Coach
Thomas. I call them Pat and
—Prom The

Reminiscing
With Robert

RECAPPING & VULCANIZING
TRACTOR TIRES VULCANIZED

Band system truck tire recapping for maximum
mileage performance
RECAPS AND USED TIRES FOR SALE

CB 81 0. TIRE COMPANY
303 Reed Street — Phone 947 — Fulton, Ky.
One block off Mayfield Highway—Behind Ford Motor Co.

By Joan Carter
I hear the class of '58 are
getting along very well. Marion
Blackstone is studying her music
hard this year. The profmoors
say that Marion asks more questions and seems more interested in
music than anyone they have
taught in a long time. Marian
is Popular on the campus among

our beloved but troubled

Gesseal

Charlie because they went to
school here. Pat was a real smart
girl and Charlie awe could make
the girls turn around. Elizabeth
Rice was a nice girl, too, but I
think she was about ready to
graduate by the time I got here.

Dayton V-Bells

The New Pendleton 49'er
Has The 1959
LOOK!

011
1

Science Hall Recalls Eventful Past

Experi
Was he
Tested-Easy
fectly s
stove.

—From The "WS "Kansan"

The Science Hall, or shop, or
band room—whichever you want
to call it—was built in 1928. The
shop was in its present place, but
the mechanical drawing room was
then the cafeteria. The original
building had three stories, the
upper two being a basketball
court and a band room. The present farm room in the back of
the building was a dressing room.
The purpose for building the
Science Hall was to provide the
school with much-needed facilities, not included in the high
school building when it was erected several years earlier.
Pulton's first
big
basketball
tournament wah in March 1930.
Fulton lost in the first game. All
physkal education classes were
held on the basketball court.
In 1942, with the completion of
the new Carr building, things
were changed. The cafeteria was
moved, the mechanical drawing
department took over the cafeteria space, and the Junior High
got the gym. In 1942-44, the
building served as a Youth Center.
The school received what some
people considered to be a present on the night of September 1,
1953, when the Science Hall burned. Reminders of the sudden fire
are still in evidence. The divising was soon rebuilt to its present form, with modern equipment throughout. Even without
the old
basketball court, the
Science Hall is a much more useful building today than it was
In its original form
rest in the school yard. The buildwhose weed-covered bones now

Ion between the new and old
masonry Is easily seen, as well
as the long steel rear stairs.

Nurses Fund Offered
A scholarship fund of $150 is
available to students interested
In nursing, medical technology,
and other allied professions. This
Is a loan made possibly by the
Pulton-Hickman Auxiliary of the
Medical Association to promote
Interest and recruitment of students into fields related to medicine. This fund. has been available to nursing students for several years, and is now open to
students of other related fields.
Additional information can be
obtained from the Medical Auxiliary.
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Smart Travelers

side dirt
Natty w

The new look and spirited freshness that's in
everything Pendleton this year mark

take along Trip Accident
insurance. It goes with
you ... stays with you.
comes home with you...
at a surprisingly low cost.
See us for ipill details, today. Whether you're going to be gone a week or
a weekend ... one month
or six. . . take along Trip
Accident Insurance.

the Pendleton 49'er jacket a wardrobe "must."
Look for the new soft, natural
shoulder line and classic detailing true to.
tradition. Look, and look again,
at new patterns and new solids . . .
.

. vibrant colors and muted ones .

and flannels

textures

. 61 in all. Shown: Berkeley
Square 49'er, 10-20, $17.50.

-,1

Call Today

CANNON AGENCY

Vitamins are what Mid-America needs more

11112171

Mrs. Ha
Saturday
Hospital ij
at 408 Ar,
am bulanct

Great Caesar's ghost! My feet
hurt. I wish I could sit down,
but it's just imporsibiel

4-H ACHIEVEMENT DAY
Saturday
was 4-H
Achievement day in Obion county. Boys
and girls from throughout the
county took part in the work
of 4-H club members, parents,
leaders and sponsors for 1958.

Hotshot
for Vitamins!

They have three men's wile.*
the men and women, too.
Susan McDaniel's parents went close by.
to visit her at Notre Danis a
few weeks ago. Before leaving
Subscribe To The MEWS
Fulton they asked Susan if they
read the classified ads
could bring her anything from
home. Susanis reply was, "Please
bring me a big jug of Fulton
We have complete stocks
water."
Ann Pall seems to like Christian College very much She has
to wear her Sunday best to all
meals, including breakfast. She
for HOME and FARM
says the girls up there are jum
have
dances
wonderful. They
Machines
every weekend, and/ don't think
ELECTRIC
BENNETT
because It's a girls' college they
FULTON
have to dance with each other. PHONE 201

The
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of when the last leaf trembles on the twig and
darkness shortens the sunny hours.

Hotshot is affectionate railroadese for a freight
that picks up its cars and rtma like a passenger
train. Put the two together and you have a train that
speeds vegetables and fruits to market as stuffed
with fresh vitamins as the day they left soil
and bough.
CC-8 is a new Illinois Central vitamin hotshot.
It puts West Coast perishables on Mid-America's markets a day faster than before. Other
vitamin specials hurry perishables from other
areas—fruits and vegetables from Florida, bananas through the port of New Orleans.
Bringing fresh fruits and vegetables to market
the year round is an old story for the Illinois
Central. Doing it faster and better demonstrates our continuing determination to improve our service to all Mid-America.

BROWDER'S SPECIAL

HOG

RATION

A completely balanced ration

BROWDER'S

BROWDER'S 18%

40% SUPPLEMENT

PIG STARTER

(Pellets or Mash)
To be fed with your own grain

Available with or without
Hygromycin

ALL THESE QUALITY feeds contain the proper amounts
of antibiotics, vitamins, and minerals to put your hogs on
the market faster and thus insure maximum profits from
your hog feeding operation.

THE BROWDER MILLING Company also has a complete
line of poultry and dairy feeds—so whatever your feeding
need trade with Browder Milling Company. We allow 10c
per cwt. on feed picked up at the mill—We allow 10c per
cwt. if you buy in ton lots—we allow 10c per cwt. if you
bring your bags.

WAYNE A.jOfINTrON
Prsiutrui

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
A44‘.41,w,tc/ff4Y-Aasitst.
immor

ATTENTION Hog Raisers!
The Browder Milling Company has the
facilities to grind your grain and mix
with Browder's Top-Quality Supplements to enable you to realise the MOST
from your home-grown grain!

BROWDER
Milling Co., Inc.

FULTON,
KY.

Phones 900-1-2

6
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IIIIITAINlat TO P171.T019
Mrs. Hays Bryan was returned
Saturday from the St. J2seph
Hospital in Memphis to tier home
at 406 Arch Street in a Whitnel
ambulance.

Fulton's Bulldogs Defeat
Dresden By Score 54-7 Friday
Fulton High Bulldogs
will play Mayfield there Friday
night, Nov. 14. A large crowd
of local fans are expected to
attend the game.
Fulton's Bulldogs scored almost
at will Friday night as they won
theil seventh game of the season
from Dresden 54-7, at Dresden.
The

stocks

ells
ARM
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CAYCE NEWS

Clarice Bondurant—
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Mrs. 0. F. Tayke•

Mr. and Mn. Cecil Cruce and
We continue to have beautiful
Donna of Milan, Tenn. were weather.
south of town.
its real cool but the
the Bulldogs were still in a scor- last Sunday dinner guests of Mr. sun is shining.
and
Mrs.
J.
J.
Cruce
and
John
ing mood. Cook reeled off a 34Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
yard run for one touchdown, Elmer and Mrs. Ella Holly.
Mrs. Boulton visited Bro. and Mrs.
Newton added another with a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Sloan Robert Emerson and Bob of Newdash of 17 yards and ninth-grader of
Covington, Tenn. are the proud bern over the weekend.
Ronnie Winston passed 11 yards
parents of a baby girl. She has
Mrs. 0. P. Taylor was the guest
to James Cardwell for the final
been named Vicky Lynn. The of Miss Anie Rowland, Mrs. Berscore.
proud grandparents are Mr. and tha Gibson and Miss Jewell Rose
Extra points, all on runs, were
Mrs. Charlie Sloan of Cayce and Tuesday.
scored by Hous e, Burnette,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Harrison
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Herndon and
Andrews, Cook and two by Harof Fulton.
Belinda of Bowling Green visitper.
ed their parents. MrMrs. Ruth
Fulton
and Mrs.
20 14 20 0-54 Mo. by planeCloys left St. Louis,
Thursday for an A. T. Hicks and Mr. and Mrs.
Dresden
0 0 7 0-7

Christmas Baskets
Discussed At Meet

sold during the recent sale 14
the club members.
C. D. Jones, president, presided
over the meeting.

At a meeting of the Fulton
Jaycees Thursday night plans for IT'S A GIRL!
their Christmas baskets to the
Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd Orymes of
needy at Christmas time were
discussed. Also, discussed was a Lewisburg, Tenn., the proud parsquare dance to be sponsored by ents of a daughter, Sarah Cath-

the organization around Dec. 1. erine, October 28, 1958. Dr. Gri-

Charlie Forrest, the Fulton star
mes is the son of Mrs. Eldredge
At the meeting it was reported Orymes
quarterback, appeared only in
and was reared in Pulthat all of the 500 brooms were
one play and flung a 31-yard
ton.
topchdown pass to Morrow. He
was reported to be suffering from
a foot ailment.
extended visit with her son, Mr. Herdon from Friday night until
Fulton scored three touchdowns
Archie Cloys and family in Los Sunday.
in the first quarter, two in the
Angeles, Calif.
We extend our sympathy to
secord and three in the third. •McCONNELL NEWS
We are sorry to hear Mrs. Bes- the family of Mrs. Formie Reed,
Dresden's only score came in the
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell • sie Campbell was admitted to who passed away suddenly Satthird quarter on an intercepted
Fulton Hospital. We wish her a urday night on the way to a
pass by Sonny Smith.
hospital in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and speedy recovery.
Are you constantly tinPhillip Andrews plunged over daughter, Evelyn,
Mr. and Mrs. Trenton Rickman
This community was saddened to
kering with a faulty TV?
Mrs.
James
from the one for Fulton's first Wilhaucks and
had
Sunday
hear
of
dinner
the
death of one of
with Mr. and
If so, call us! We'll put
children, James,
tounchdown, Jerry House return- Junior and Peggy,
sparkling new brilliance
and Mrs. Les- Cayce's oldest citizens, Mr. Till Mrs. Harry Yates.
ed to punt 70 yards for the ter Brundige
Mr.
W. L. Rowland and Allie
Harrison. He was al
and clarity into both
attende
second, and Bill Burnette ran 23 al of their uncle, d the funer- We extend sympath years old. visited the Norman Pucketts
sight and sound. We
of
y to his
Mr. Rodney
yards for the third..
Lone Oak a few days last week
Miller of Fulton last
work on all makes! Fair
Forrest's touchdown pass was funeral services weieweek, whose
Everyone here is interested in
prices.
held at the
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
the fourth touchdown for the Mayfield Church
the
Fulton
County
basketball and Mr. and
Bulldogs and Joe Bennett's 31- buried in Mayfiel of Christ and team,
Mrs. 0. P. Taylor
which will play their first
d.
All Work Guaranteed
yard run was the fifth.
Mrs. Alfred Ledbetter has re- game of the season Friday night attended a World Peace program
In Paris, Tuesday night of last
After the halftime intermission turned to her
home after recent With Murray Training School.
week.
hospitalization In the Fulton
Eddie Moseley of Lambuth ColMr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
Hospital and recuperating at the lege, Jackson,
Expertly Prepared—
Tenn., spent the were supper guests in the Carl
home of her daughter, Mrs. Loren weekend
with h
Washed— Laboratory
parents, Mr. Hainline home Saturday night.
306 Main Street
Bizwell of Cayce.
Phone 307
and Mrs. E. C.
Tested—Free Burai•i
Sunday visitors of Mr. W. L.
Mr. David Chi* has recently
Was Clarice Bonursnt and
joined the U. S. Navy and is sta- Mrs.
Rowland and Ante were Mr. and
—Easy to Fire Per.
Eugene BondUrant spent
A barn belonging to James Mc- tioned in California.
Mrs. L. A. Rowland and Mrs.
Thursda
fectly sued for (utast*,
y
with
Mrs.
Elsie
Kinney was destroyed by fire
Perry Singleton of
Lynn Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy and family in Paris. Tenn.
Friday afternoon shortly before 5 have
stove. stoker.
Mrs. Idlene Emerson was the
returne
d
to
Tenness
ee
Mrs.
from
Brenda
Harris Curtsing- guest
o'clock. Some hay stored in the
of her sister. Mrs. Alma
Chicago, where he graduated er left by plane from
barn was also destroyed.
St. Louis Boulton Wednesd
from the Coyne School of Elec- Thursday to Join
ay.
her husband,
The 9outh Fulton fire departTHUR — FRI — SAT., NOVEMBER 13-14-15
tronics. He has accepted employ- Billie Curtsinger,
Mrs. Edith Yates was hostess
ment was called out but the barn
who is in the
ment with the American Metal service. Her
mother, Mrs. Har- at a quilting one day last week.
out about ready to fall in by the
Company and they have rented ris, and sister,
attended:
Mrs.
time the fire engine arrived.
Anna. took her to The following
TELEPHONE 51
an apartment in Union City. Mrs. Bt. Louis.
Maurine Yates, Mrs. Onie Lowry,
The MelCinney farm is located
Kennedy is the former Carolyn
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. Mrs. Stella Lowry, Mrs. Dessie
Gill and is the daughter of Mr. Daisie
Stark, Mrs Letha Wilson, Mrs.
Bondurant and
Clarice
and Mrs. Charley Gill.
were the Rev. and Mrs Jimmy Allene Lowry, Mrs. Edna WagMr. and Mrs. Bertis Levister of Wooten of McKenzie, Tenn., Mr. goner, Mrs. Ira Raines. Mrs. Lunie
SPECIAL GROUP
Wray, Mrs. Evaline Yates, Mrs.
Martin entertained with a birth- and Mrs. Elmer Hixon and
Pattie
Tennie House, Mrs. Leide Floyd,
day dinner Tuesday night in and Judy Kay Burnette.
Values to $29.95: Smartly-styled, lovely designs,
honor of her sister, Mrs. L. T. This community was
Mrs. Effie Williams, Mrs. Estelle
saddened
Caldwell. Those attending were Sunday morning to learn
Williams, Mrs. Lissie Forrester,
gay
colors and luxurious fabrics: so right for Fall
of the
the honoree, Mrs. L.'T. Caldwell, sudden death of Mr
J C. Law- Mrs. Mildred Butler, Mrs. Mary
and through the coming holiday season.
Mrs. Dorita Boggess and children, son. Sr.. of Hickman
. Everyone Neill Gossum and the hostess.
Bradley and Luan, Miss Anna loved Mr. Lawson as
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
he had ser—Wools, crepes and novelty fabrics;
Caldwell and Mr. and Mrs. Bertis ved so many year as
County Sup- and Larry were the Sunday dinLevister.
erintendent of Schools. We ex- ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
--size
s Misses thru Juniors
Mr. Emmett. Lee Virrish of tend sympathy
to all of his Kendall of Martin.
Vicksbu
rg,
Mississippi spent sev- family.
lit Qualify Rubber Mat
eral days last Week with his
STRANGE STREAM
Prohees flows and rugs from out.
brother, Thad, and family. He
CHEMICAL CENTER
side dort and rnolster•
131x miles east of Somerset, off
drove on to Salem, Illinois, where
The nation's fastest growing Ky. 90, is Short Creek,
Hasty woe**, &load
a mounhe visited his sister, Mrs. Cody chemical center is near Calvert tain stream that
flows from un— Union City, Tenn. —
Fankbonner and husband, also City along the Tennessee River der one hill
and disappears unhis mother returned home with below Kentucky Dam.
der, another one, 200 feet away him and they stopped enroute
back to visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Thad Parrish and sons, David and
Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Wilson of
Humboldt, Tennessee and Mr. and
Mrs. A. N. Wilson were recent
visitors in the home of Mrs. L.
T. Caldwell and family.
Mr. Ray Ferguson, son of Mr.
"Pappy Nathan says, 'Hank, this is your week. You select
the merchandise you
and Mrs. Jordan Ferguson, has
joined the U. S. Army and will
want to sell. Put a price on it and move it'".
report for induction on November
19th.
"Well, says I to Pappy, if that's the way you want it, that's
Mrs. Annie Collier of Martin
the way it shall be.
spent last week end with Mr. and
"S00000 I'll see you at WADE'S"—
Mrs. Sam Welch.
H. M. "HANK" BETHEL
Mrs. Herman Roberts of near
Fulton and Mrs. Effie Sharpe of
Fulton spent Wednesday with
Oblong rug and lid cover to match.
Mrs. Sam Welch.
Asst. colors. Quality cotton chenile.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch visitBrighten up your bathroom at this
ed her brother, Mr. Curtis Long,
a patient at the Luckett's Rest
LOW. LOW Price
Home in Gleason Sunday afternoon. They report his condition
seems to be gradually improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Meacham
have greatly improved the appearance of their dwelling by
considerable remodeling.
Mr. William Edward Howard
has begun the construction of his
dwelling, which is being on the
former Arthur Harper farm just
Sturdy Full Sitio 17"
Northwest from here.
Plastic Hanger Top &
The R. A. Sunday School Class
lettere Notches
of the Baptist Church will be enEasy Longoria
tertained with a hamburger supper Friday night at the home of
Hanging. For4
1
Mr. and Mrs. Cleadith Wilbanks.
Asst. Color A a HANGERS Ma

We'll Bring New
Life to Your TV

Roper Television

Barn Destroyed
By Fire Friday

Community Bargain Days Special!

CITY COAL CO.

DRESSES

$12

WELCOMAT

MORGAII - VERHINE

"HANK" BETHEL WEEK

PC. BATH MAT SET

9x 12 Axminister Rugs

$64.95

Full Size Gas Range
All Porcelain Cabinet

Free Pad with each Rug

$99.50

9x 12 Gold Seal Rugs

3 Piece Modern
Bed Room Suite

$8.88

EBONY FINISH

2 Piece Sofa Bed Suite
Freize Cover

Deluxe
Speed Queen Washer

119011919

USE OUR LAY-AWAY
BALDRIDGE'S
5 -- 10 -- 25c Store

lie

Home Agents Meet At
Kentucky Dam Monday
All Purchase District home demonstration agents met recently
at Kentucky Dam Village. The
meeting was a professional improvement session held by the
agents every other month. After
the business session, beginning at
10:00 a. m. a luncheon was served
at the Village hotel.
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$109.95

$109.95

WITH TRADE

PRICES GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 22

WADE MN. Co.

6
YEARS
OLD

"YOU CAN TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
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FULTON, KY. .

Nature Has Been Kind To Us This Year
This is the month of Thanksgiving and ,in 1958 Kentucky farmers
have had much to be thankful for.
Nature, or Providence, if you wish
l0 call it that, has been kind to us
hiring the past tweive months and
with few exceptions we have been
exceptionally free from floods and
droughts.
In Kentucky we have the best
corn crop on record. It is expected
to yield, for the first time in history, 47 bushels per acre—twice the
average yield of a generation ago.
And, incidently, our corn requirements this year were produced on
only half the acres used thirty years
ago. We also have an excellent tobacco crop and our pastures have
been lush all year. Live stock has
been produced economically and
prices have been good.

being fired "out in the woods" he
will know who is out there; if you
accidentally shoot one of his animals in pasture he will know that
you will tell him; if anything else
happens he will still rest easy, because he will know that you will do
the right thing. Entering without
permission is "trespassing", no matter how politely the word is uttered.
The law is all on the side of the
landowner. If his property is fenced,
you are automatically liable to some
pretty heavy penalties once you
trespass without permission; if his
property is not fenced but it is still
"posted" you are liable to about the
same penalties, and the landowner
doesn't even have to institute proceedings 'against you . . . they are
"automatic" with the county attornPv.
No one wants to see hunting reduced to such a level, but the burden of maintaining pleasant relationships rests squarely on the
shoulders of you sportsmen.

Where Are We Going?
By James P. Mitchell,
U. S. Secretary of Labor
I once received a letter at the Department of Labor from a gentleman who asked me quite simply:
"Dear Sir: Will you please tell me
what the Department of Labor does,
and what good it is?"
THE SAME QUESTION might
be asked of the Christian conscience
in the modern world. It is t hat
question I am asking today.
Societies which, like our own, are
inspired by the Christian faith believe themselves to be instruments
for the will of God. Communist
society, on the other hand, looks
upon itself as an instrument, not
for God's will but for the State's
will and, being divorced from any
supernatural reference, becomes entirely materialistic and earthly.
These two concepts of society are
at war in the Modern world, and
they are at war in the West.
THE COMMUNIST WORLD displays an impressive unity of purpose. Having denied Christ, it has
pledged its full allegiance to the
material. It stands before it as before a shrine, and because its masters have compelled unity of purpose there appears to be strength,
and because of this the free world
must wear its armament at the
ready.
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
..'ost Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

Published Every Thursday of The Year
It PAUL and JOHANNAptVo WESTPHELING
ishers
Editors and
A member of the Kentucky Tresq Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Boreal'
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
wad Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States 83.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1033
et the Post office at Fulton. Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 18"
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by Mcreatte,s

Many of the problems in agriculture today seem to stem from our
own mistakes. Even the over-production of farm products that is
plaguing us now, might be attributed to our own greed that encouraged the too rapid plowing of prairie
sod and the wanton destruction of
virgin forests. The modern system
of "Conservation farming" is just
another way of cooperating with
nature and using only that land
needed for production purposes.
American farmers have neither
been on a strike nor closed down
their plants during the past year
and everywhere there is an abundance to eat and wear. In fact, the
principal fear confronting agriculture now is that of ever mounting
urpluses.
—Ky Bankers Association

Hunters: "Ask" Before Y ou "Enter"!
There's no doubt about the fact
Fulton and adjoining counties are a
paradise for sportsmen. This area
contains some of the best inland
hunting and.fishing in the nation.
The only question is ... how
sportsmenlike are the sportsmen?
It would seem obvious that everytime you go hunting or fishing on
someone's property other than your
own, you must first ask permission
to do so.
You wouldn't borrow a friend's
car without permission, would you.
ef course not; even though permission might almost automatically be
granted, you'd first ask him, so he
will know who has it, who is assuming responsibility for it, and where
Borrowing without permission
it
is "theft", no matter how softly
anyone says the word.
Nor: a man owning land out in
the countryside is entitled to the
Fame courtesy, for the same reasons.
Even though you are pretty sure
you are welcome, it first behooves
you to ask, so when he hears shots
BERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

STRICTLY BUSINESS

But within that free world, more
particularly within these United
States, there is no real unity of
moral purpose. As a result, we are
uncertain of our real purpose and
goals. If you had to search out on
lasting danger to the West you
would find it in this terrible ambiguilty of purpose that makes us
center much of our society around
material things while all our instincts as Christians demand a different and opposite focus.
WHILE of course we are concerned with every individual's well being, we sometimes tend to magnify
inordinately material welfare, all
the while knowing in our hearts
that it is secondary and less important than spiritual welfare. We
tolerate assaults upon our spiritual
sensibilities in the name of better
living. We pride ourselves on possession of things for their own sake
that often obscure Christian ideaLs
—and we in constant danger of
carrying that obscurity into,the
world where it must match %self
against the iron unity of the Communist society that knows its purpose.
Too often the American appeal to
the suffering world is only that.our
material wealth is greater than
theirs—while we have in our hands
and hearts the unity that Christianity represents, a unity it is our
sacred duty to preserve.
In this conflict that occupies the
world, the Nation, and the individual heart, the Christian conscience
has a stern and unavoidable dill.
IF WE HOPE to convince the
rest of the world against the Communist system, and remain strong
against it ourselves, we must be
united on and convinced of our
moral and spiritual ideals. Creating
that unity and displaying it in all
our work and recreation is the biggest job facing the religious American in our times.
HANDS
It is foolish to petition with
empty hands.
—John of Salisbury

News Around Fulton High School I
By Judy Harrison
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
Recently, Charles Alphin, commissioner of the Department of
Welfare in Frankfort, Kentucky,
sent to Fulton High, a program
concerning the teenagers in our
community.
This program viewed how problems of juvenile deliquency can
be solved. The problems vary as
to type and degree; therefore our
pattern would, likely, be different.
Thia matter is being highly discussed and in the near future We
hope to come to some conclusion.
There are many opinions, in
our midst, some in favor and
some not. There will have to be

"Those ere

of your predecessors as manager —
da.ing back to 1955!"

pictures

people, who figure that everyone
who ever wins Is going to lose
someday, and a Greve§ Countian
picking on Logan County has
brought many a laugh to onlookers, who (whether or not they
are right Ls not for us to judge)
simply call it a case of the pot

calling the kettle black.

a majority vote.
A few days ago, we decided to
ask our parents what they
thought about the situation and
they too, differ in opinions.
Fulton High School, as a whole,
is doing quiet well as we are, but
whether we decide to adopt a
code, that is not for one person
or a few to decide upon.
Students, think seriously about
this matter and discuss it with
your parents. Don't stand by and
let someone else, make up your
mind for you. This is Arnericli and
we are free people. "Freedom of
Speech" is one of our greatest
aspects and that is the right to
our own thoughts. Freedom is not
something that one generation
hands down to another, it has to
be won by each man for himself
and protected from those who
would impair of it.
If the students vote in favor of
this code there will be laws to
obey and penalties to face, but
remember, we all have a right
to our own thoughts and opinions.
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Turning Back The Clock-November 11, 19311
Fulton voted Tuesday, 606 to
420, for issuance of $110,000 in
bonds to be matched with a Federal grant of $86,000 for construction of a municipal power and
light plant for distribution of
Tennessee Valley Authority power. The vote climaxed one of the
bitterest fights here in recent
years.
The movement for TVA was
started here last January by the
Young Business Nkn's Club,
which worked jointly with city
officials in pushing the drive
through to a success.
The Kentucky Utilities Company is now serving the city without a franchise, which has expired, and the City of Fulton has
offered that company $60,000 for
their distribution system.
Abe Thompaop, Dr. J. C. Hancock and Roper Yields were elected Tuesday on the Fulton Board
of Education, to succeed Smith
Atkins, Hoyt Moore and Guy
Duley, who were not candidates.
Miss Margaret Clark Hardin,
who was chosen as queen at the
Young BusinesaMen's club dance
recently, will represent Fulton at
the opening of the Ohio River
Bridge at Cairo, Ill., today, Fri-

day, Nov. 11. Theodore Kramer
will be her escort.
Bob Binford, Vernon Owen and
Bertes Pigue, were named Tuesday night at the Young Business
Men's Club to arrange a Christmas Seal drive in Fulton this
year.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Valentine
visited friends and relatives in
Jackson, Tenn., last week.
Miss Kathryn Taylor, a student
at the Business University of
Bowling Green, Ky., spent the
weekend in Fulton with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Taylor.

(9)

•

•

•

In case you wondered why
James Bandy from Greenville ran
against Prank Stubblefield in the
Nov. 4th race for U. S. Congressman, you are joined in your wondering by him own Muhlenberg

Outft ALI
Countians.
Bandy carried only five of the
43 precincts in Muhlenberg County, losing his home county 10803210.
•
•
•
Enjoyed a nice, if brief visit,
from EX-Pultonlan Ed Hannephin
recently. Ed, up from Jackson
with the Mrs.. dropped by the
office to say hello and I might
say he looks fine and is just as
agile as ever, even though he 11
up in the eighties.
As a former City councilman
here, a former President of the
Kitty League, and one who was
active arcund Fulton for many
years. Ed still likes to keep up
with what's going on around the
Ken-Term territory by reading
The News each week at his home

In Jackson.
•

•

•

Noble Gregory, our Congressman for the past 22 years, has
lowered himself almost weekly in
the estimation of his former
constituents in this District by his
consistent pursuit of a "fraud"
verdict in the recent primary, His
latest tactic, that of seeking to
contest the election through Congressional investigation, has sealed off any hope of strong support
for the office again, according to
several influential persons with
whom we talked Tuesday. He is
now saddled with the title of
"poor loser".

Noble's first squawk about returns might be considered normal, and no one paid too much
attention to the contest and recount. But when that failed to
gain him the decision, and the
Court so ruled, nearly everyone
figured the case closed.
And we suspect that if Bro
Gregoi-y had closed the book at
that time and vowed a hot contest for re-election two years
from now, he might have made
it mighty uncomfortable for Prank
Stubblefield, in 1900.
"Politics are politics" to most
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Mrs. Sarah Meacham, Mrs. Joe
Davis and Mrs. Hazel Scruggs,
accompanied by Mrs. Fannie
Ezell of Paducah, Ky., spent the
weekend in Water Valley, Miss.
They were the guests of Mrs. Ben
Evans and Mrs. Thomas Pittman.
Mrs. Harry Busnart and Mrs.
Wilburn Holloway spent Monday
in Paducah, Ky.
Lieut. McFall Boaz of Baltimore, Md., visited for several
days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Boaz.

By P W.

Somewhere in this area of
Western Kentucky-T ennesse e
there must be a young country
boy who is yearning to work with
Isis hands at learning a trade and
eventually owning his own' business; who Ls uneducated, but will:
ing to learn from a patient expert and earn while he learns;
who would take great pride in
developing a creative skill in his
work.
He may never get rich at it,
but he will find the work steady,
and rewarding in many ways.
A. J. Wright, Pulton's venerable harnessmaker and saddlemaker, has been looking for such
a young fellow for several years,
and has yet to find him. but
is still looking.
We have known Mr. Wright
almost since we first came to
Fulton. He is an old skill that
Is still in demand and probably
always will be, although men in
his trade have thinned out to
where he now serves a large area
exclusively and is having a hard
time keeping up with the orders
that come to him without soliciting. Mr. Wright, now up in years,
hopes to find that young fellow
soon, and offers him a partnership In his shop.

alli ENG
WA$fi
KEEPS WHITES
WHITE'and COLORS
OWER BRIGHT

Mr. and Mrs. John T. Price and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Maddox
attended the Murray CollegeSouthwestern football game in
Murray, Friday.

Kentucky _ Windage
Have you been reading the current story-of-the-week? It Is entitled "He chased me until I
caught him", and 13 a remark&bly-unneqessary airing of personal laundry that most people
around the Purchase would have
hoped to have unwritten.
It serves no useful purpose, its
writer doesn't need the money
and shouldn't take this method
of seeking publicity, or notoriety,
or whatever it. is she feels she
needs.
•
•
•

ELECTRIC

Whipple
Woodlaz
School
engaged
Mr and
live on

PORT

.SPACE-SAVING
COMBINATION
ELECTRIC
-WASHER-DRYER

TM I
of Mrs.
Highland
turned U
In Muni
three-moi
Task For
Allen L
Engineer

No flames . . .
No fumes . . .
"Clean as electric light"
Perfect washing and drying weather is only a
few steps away when you install this handy,
combination electric washer-dryer in your kitchen. Does the work of two great appliances in
the space of one. No flames, fumes or flues.
Clean, gentle electric heat for drying is safer—
automatically.

Choice of a variety of models
Space-Saving
Separate Washers
Combination
and Dryers
Safely, easily, it soaks,

washes, rinses, and dries
your clothes in one continuous operation—automatically. "Clean as electric light" washing and
drying heat keeps
clothes soft, fluffy, white
and color-bright.
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Time, work, money—you
save all three when you
dry clothes as you wash
them . . . electrically.
Clothes last longer,
washed and dried electrically—away from
flames, fumes, hot sun,
wind or rain.
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Wash and dry
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with FULL
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DNLY ABOUT 7c for a full load
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Marking its .59th year as the
country's largest livestock show,
the International Live Stock Exposition and Horse Show will be
held in Chicago November 28 to
December 8 in the International
Amphitheatre and a large area of
the adjoining Chicago Stock
Yards.
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have a right
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Chicago Stock
Show In 59th
Anniversary

News From Our
Boys In The

Army Pvt. Billy 0. Whipple, 17,
of Hickman recently completed
eight weeks of basic combat
training at Port Chaffee, Ark.
Whipple
was
graduated
from
Woodland
Mills (Tenn.) High
School this year and later was
engaged in farming His parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel W. Whipple,
live on Route I, Hickman,

wife, Carole, and parents, live
on Route 3. Fulton. Ky • is participating with the 101st Airborne
Division in a parachute assault
on Port Cambell, Ky, as a part
of "Exercise White Cloud."
The exercise, which began at
Port Campbell Oct. 23 and will
be concluded
at Poet Bragg.
N. C., Nov.. 6, is designed to teat
the effecUveness of Strategic Army
Crops (STRAC) troops in making swift and decisive assault

movements.
Specialist Dallas. a parachute
rigger in the division's 631st
Quarterrnastesi
Company, Fort
Campbell, entered the Army in
February 1964.
Dallas is a 1963 graduate of
Fulton High School and attended
Murray State College
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ORNAMENTAL IRON

BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC.
Walnut Street

Phone 96

"The House of Famous Brands"
including—
CELOTEX insulating products
MULE HIDE roofing
KURFEES paints
Slag and concrete blocks

SHEET METAL
METAL SINKS
AIR CONDITIONING for HOME & OFFICE
LENNOX GAS FURNACES
LENNOX OIL FURNACES
METAL CANOPIES
ALUMINUM AND GALVANIZED
NIGHT CALLS, 249
TIN ROOF REPAIR
INSTALL AND REPAIR STOKERS
NATIONALLY-ADV. EQUIPMENT

Alkyd Latex Flat

$3.95

STAINI.F.S.S STEEL WORK
HOT ASPHALT ROOFS INSTALLED
OLD FURNACES CLEANED & REPAIRED
pHONE 502

REPAIR
Modernize Your Home this fall with

COLEMAN heating equipment

-

• One coat covers most surfaces

• Goes on feet and easy with a roller, wide brush or spray ran
• Dries in less than an hour . . . can be recoated in twentyfour hours.
• Surfaces painted with MOORE'S ALKYD LATEX FLAT
are washable.

BOAZ PAINT STORE
112 Lake St.

Phone 111

Let us help you with heating and air conditioning!

JONES AND HOUSE
South Fulton

Phone 466

CHRYSLER AIR-TEMP
Furnaces and air-conditioning

FHA TITLE-I FINANCING
No money down; up to 3 years to pay

Make your Home Improvement $$ go further - - Johns-Manville Spintex blowing wool
Ruberoid asphalt shingles
Johns-Manville insulated siding
Anderson storm doors and windows
All workmanship and materials fully guaranteed

NO MONEY DOWN • •• FHA TITLE-1 PLAN

TWIN CITY HOME IMPROVEMENT
Fulton, Ky.
Doy Taylor, Vernon Robey, salesmen

Telephone 145
W. F. Taylor, owner

REMODEL
In our new.location

114 Plain Street
Doran Colley, Owner

MODERNIZE

YOUNGSTOWN kitchens

through

FHA TITLE,,- 1 LOANS

FRIGIDAIRE ranges & refrigerators
BIGELOW carpets

No Money Down — Up to
Three Years To Repay

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
Walnut Street

Phone 185

Fulton Building. & Loan Amen
Main Street

HIGHLANDS LUMBER CO.
"Headquarters For Quality"
Lumber — Millwork — Plywood
Builders Hardware

GALLON

Call 1673

COLLEY'S CABINET SHOP

Wu

WHITE

Fulton, Ky.

Complete builders' service; free estimates

Fulton, Ky

Benjamin AA:

MOORE'S
Alkyd Latex
Flat

400 East Main Street

Plumbing fixtures

501 Walnut Phones 96, 99

moore paints

B. J. PRITCHARD

KOHLER - s

FHA TITLE I FINANCING

Randers' Supply, Inc.

FREE ESTIMATES

305 Paschall St.

hers

ey—you
hen you
ou wash

"Guaranteed for Three Years"

winton

The KENNEL congratulates Mr.
and Mrs Robertson on the birth
of a nine pound son born at 4:07
A. M., November 6, at the Fulton
Hospital.

completed Oct. 24.

Atwill received basic combat
training at Fort Knox, Ky., before
arriving at Fort Chaffee.
The 21-year-old soldier is a
1955 graduate of Cayce High

PMR BURK-HALL PAINTS

071"ft-,

Step Railing, Wrought Iron or Casting

No money down; up to 3 years to pay

Taloa
pals& $I Pao. of Pllose
Nimes lesakeSse arlla
Vapor foal Tops sowers 1T of Ca" pipe.
lariores Wrap-Os
Ibr MI valor gssally
prodest

HEAVY SHEET GLASS

Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or Casting

Have A Cigar. Mr. R.

of Mr. and Mrs. Clem Atwill,
Crutchfield, Ky., is receiving
eight weeks of advanced artillery
training at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
The training is scheduled to be

PP

Fulton, Kentucky

Yard Markers and Name Plates
Porch Railing, Wrought Iron or Casting

—From The FHS "Kennel"

WRAP011

Phone 207

PLATE AND

I AR PIRIAL

ICE!

The play starred Orson Welles
as Macbeth. Other stars included:

PM William J. Allen. son of School. He was a farmer in civiof Mrs. James H. Allen. North lian life.
Highlands, Fulton. recently returned to his regular assignment
In Munich, Germany. after a
three-month tour of duty with
Task Force 2G1 in Lebanon.
SNSIMPPINIRM
Allen is a member of the 3rd
INSULATES bet or
Engineer Battalion's Company E.
e•Ca wet«. Hews.
levy Do - ff Yoorsolf
Port Chaffee. Ark (AHTNC)
lastallotioa v.I I11•
•II
Army Pvt. Billy L. Atwill, son
dart ar mass.

207 Walnut St.

210 Church Street

On Tuesday, November 4, a film
of Shakespeare's play, SIACBETH.
was presented in the Carr Auditorium before the Fulton High
student body and faculty. The
film lasted eighty-five minutes.
This 16 mm film W1IF the winner
of the PARENTS' MAGAZINE
Special Merit Award.

SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINE was
quoted as wine, ea great play,
greatly filmed. I have read
MACBETH I have seen MACBETH on the stage. But I have
never grasped the full sweep of
what Shakespeare said in this
tragedy until I saw the Orson
Welles film."
The Senior class sponsored the
allowing of this film after finishing the study of MACBETH.

EXUM TV AND ELECTRIC

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

Seniors Sponsor
Macbeth Film

Lady Macbeth, portrayed by Jeanette Nolan, Macduff by Dan
O'Heriehy, Malcolm by Roddy
McDowell, Banquo by Edgar BarPORT CAMBELL, KY. (AHTNC) rier, and a magnificent supportArmy Specialist Third Class ing oast.
Freeman B. Dallas Jr.. 21, whose
William
D. Boutwell
of

"30 years experience in Electronics"
Commercial and Household wiring

00'

The volume of entires, prior to
the November 1 closing date for
listing exhibits, is such that the
management predicts a total
representing 29 of the meat-yielding breeds of farm animals and a
wide variety of horses and ponies,
ranging in size from the diminutive Shetland to the ton-weight
Clydesdale featured in the sixhorse team exhibitions.
Thirteen Horse Shows are
scheduled during the 9-day run
of the Exposition. Arthur Godfrey
of television and radio fame will
be the star attraction of each
Horse Show riding his spectacularly trained Arabian, "C.2oldie".
Corning at the close of the
calendar year for livestock shows
and Fairs, the Chicago exposition
is the climax event of the year,
consisting of a huge assembly of
animals most of which have won
blue ribbons and championships
at State and County Fairs and
regional expositions during the
preceding months.

Fort Campbell, Hy. (AHTNC)
Army Speciallist Four Billy J.
Mathis, son of Bruce Mathis, —From The PBS -Kennon"
Route I. Rickman, Ky.. is participating with the 101st Airborne
Division in a parachute assault
on Port Campbell. Ky., as a part
of "Curcio. White Cloud."
The exercise, which began at
Port Campbell Oct. 29 and will
be concluded at Port Bragg, N.
C., Nov. 6, is designed to test
the
effectiveness
of
Strategic
Army Corps (STRAC) troops in
making swift and decisive assault movements.
Specialist Mathis. a parachute
rigger In the division's 521st
Quartermaster
Company, Fort
Campbell, entered the Army in
1953.
His wife. Annette, lives at 1017
E. Eighteenth it, Hopkinsville,
Ky.

TV AND ELECTRICAL REPAIR

Sargent

Johns-Manville

Paints

Products

Let your Home Improvement

Highlands

Phone 147

FHA TITLE - FINANCING

New construction
Kitchen remodeling

We do all kinds of custom cabinet work

Act now to IMPROVE YOUR HOME
We can do it all
—Commercial Roofing —Labor and supervision
—Finest in materials
—Free estimates
NO MONEY DOWN: Up to 5 years to pay
under FHA Title 1

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.
College St.
South Fulton
Phone 557
MEMBER: "Home Improvement Council"

Program begin at

Fulion Hardware & Furn. Co.
208 Lake Street

Telephone 1

Complete General Electric kitchen
modernization
Mohawk Carpets and carpeting

Super Kern-Tone

Interior remodeling

Gas and oil furnaces
Tiles and Linoleum

Paints

"REDECORATING HEADQUARTERS"
•• Choice selection of Wallpaper
"SUPER KEM-TONE paint
•• MARTIN SENOUR outside paint
and inside paints including flat
enamel, medium gloss and enamels.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
QUALIFIED TITLE-I LOANS

207 Church Street

Phone 35

•

member, Mrs Paustine Mansfield,
and one visitor, Mrs Jake Cardwell.
Mrs. Pete Green, Program chairprogram,
the
man, presented
**Ransom Shall Come With the
Saved".
The devotional was from the
35th chapter oif Isiah. The meeting Was closed with prayer by
Mrs. Jewell Adams.
The December meeting will be
a Christmas party—a pot-luck—in
the home of Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett on Dec. 22 at 6:30 p m.

I Diary of Doin's
The News reports your - - - -

(Items gathered along Fullon's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

Mrs. Ralph Cantrell was medal- discipies
The executive board meeting
ist at golf with a 45 Tuesday at
Mrs. T. A. Satterfield. has reLadies Day at the Country Club. preceded the general meeting at
turned home after spending three
2 p. m.
weeks visiting relatives in Omaha,
Jane Edwards won a ball on
The Art Department of the Nebr., and visiting her son, Trua draw for having the most one
mitts. Tying with her were Mrs. Fulton Woman's Club met Satur- man Satterfield, in Seattle. Wash
day afternoon at 2:30 at the While there they went on a sightCantrell and Jane Fisher.
Ruby Sawyer won a ball for home of Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt seeing trip to Canada and visited other places of interest. Mrs
high blind bogey and Jane Fish- on Fourth Street.
by
home
returned
er won a ball for low combined
Satterfield
Mrs Vernon McAlister was hoson five and seven. Cindy Hale of
plane last week.
Hickman won a ball for high tess to an all-day quilting at her
home on Valley Street Tuseday.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Shelton cd
putts.
A.pot-luck luncheon was served At noon a delicious pot-luck Shelbyville, Ky., visited in Fulton
at noon and during the afternoon luncheon was served. Guests were with friends Sunday night and
games of golf and bridge were Mrs. Beuton Lovelace, Mrs. Eels Monday. The Sheltons moved to
Nelson, Mrs. Mary Blalock, Mrs. Shelbyville 12 years ago from
played by those attending.
with
Leland Jewell, Mrs. Ulmont Bruce, Fulton. Mr. Shelton is
C. P. Bruce, who is a patient in Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett, Mrs. Eph Southern Bell. We had a nice
the Obion County Hospital in Dawes, Miss Sue Forrest and Miss chat with the friendly couple and
Union City, is reported to t- im- °slide Jewell.
daughter,
their
that
learned
proved.
Helen, is now married, has one
In
American
of
Eduobservance
Mr. and Mrs. Br,one Guill and
child and lives in Los Angeles.
family, formerlv of South Ful- cation Week, the South Fulton Oalif.
elementary
and
School
ton, who have been living in High
Colorado Springs, Colo., for the school will hold open house Fripast four years, have moved to day,, Nov. 14, from 1 to S o'clock.
Mountain View Calif. Mr. Guill is The public is cordially invited to
with Robert E. McKee Construc- visit the South Fulton schools at
tion Company. At present they this time.
The following were patients in
Wednesday
are building a veterans hospital
was the local hospitals
Buckingham
Bobby
Mrs.
at Palo Alto, Calif.
morning, Nov. 12.
the honoree at a pink and blue
Hiliview Hospital:
Cub Scout Den Mothers held shower Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Ruth Finch, Mrs. Hassell
State
West
514
Hawks.
meeting
Jerry
Mrs.
their monthly planning
Williams, C. M. Bugg, Neal
Mrs.
with
Tuesday night at 7:30 at the Cub Line. Co-hostesses
Clinard, Richard Thompson, Mrs.
Hawlos were Mrs Charles King,
Scout Hall.
Larry Carter, Raymond FaulkMrs. Donald Knnbrow and Mrs.
ner, Mrs. C. D. Jones, Mrs. Lewis
! The Rev. Oakley Woodside, Johnny Thompson.
Murphy, Jack Irvin, Brooks OlivPresCumberland
the
pastor of
The Beelerton school gym was er, all of Fulton, Odessa Harris,
byterian Church, was speaker at
the Junior Woman's Club meet- the scene of a miscellaneous Cayce; Mrs. Joe Walker, Union
ing last Tuesday evening at the shower given in honor of Mrs. City, Tenn.
Walker, nee Janes Hospital:
Edward
Woman's Club building.
Charles
Mrs. W. A. Rogers, Bruce HenSatterfield, Wednesday,
Shirley
Rev. Woodside's topic was "A Oct. 29, at 7.45 p. m. Hostesses derson, Mrs. Doy Taylor, Mrs. W.
True Look at Life".
for the occasion were Mrs. James D. Greer, Mrs. L. S. Grissom, Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Rudolph had Inman and Mrs. Bill Robey
Sans Hibbs, Mrs. Waymon Hall,
charge of the program.
Mrs. Nannie Watts, Mrs. Sam
Following the program refreshMrs. Walker was honored with Elliston, Mrs. Lewis Stevens, Mr.
ments of cake and coffee were a miscellaneous household show- E. E. Shanklin, Mrs. Marvin Forserved.
er Saturday. Oct. le. at 7:30 p. rester and baby, Mrs. Henry
m., at the Legion Hall in Water
of Fulton; Debra
Miss Mable Wiley, a 1957 grad- Valley. The hall was attractively Bethel, all
Hickman; Mrs. Haruate of Fulgham High School, and decorated with autumn flowers Castleman,
vey Vaughan, Martin.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
for the occasion.
Fulton Hospital:
Wiley of Wingo, Route 1, has acMrs. Leslie B. Tarver, Martin;
with the
position
cepted a
Fulton City Chapter No. 41
Alvey, Mayfield; Mrs.
Whayne Supply Company. A stu- OES met In regular session Tues- Mrs. Hugh
Water Valley;
dent at Draughan's where she is day night at 7:30 at the Masonic M. L. Vaughan,
Susan Ann Glidewell, Hickman;
now graduating, Miss Wiley Hall.
Mrs. Milton Dodds, Hickman; L.
majored in accounting and secrethe
of
Department
Music
The
tarial science.
Woman's Club met Tuesday night RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
•
Will McDade, well known resi- at 7:30 at the club house.
dent of this community, was honPHONE 235
The Annie Armstrong Circle of MAIN ST
ored on his 87th birthday by the first Baptist Church met
members of the Morman B. Monday evening at 6:30 for its
Daniels Sunday School class of regular meeting and a pot-luck
Cushion Sole puts "pillowsthe First Methodist Church Sun- supper.
ander your feet—helps make
day.
Mrs. J. D. Simpson led in praythis work sock the most
comfortable you ever
Barbara Kupfer spent last er before, the meal. Mrs. Annie
wore. Loog-wearing„
weekend in Memphis visiting her Maude Jamison, president, opened
say-washing. and
cousin, Virginia Page, who is a the meeting with prayer. The
knit to fa. Get
watchword was repeated in unistudent there.
several,pairs
son, then the roll was called and
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of the minutes were read. The cortoday!
Crutchfield Baptist Church met responding secretary. Mrs. Mary
Thursday night, Nov. 6, at the Owen. reported on cards mailed
church for its regular meeting. to th esick. Mrs. Dorothy Parton
The president, Mrs. Ira Henderwas named mission study chairson, presided. The program enman to replace Mrs. Jack Black,
titled, "The Ransomed Shall Come
who moved to Denver recently.
with Songs-, was presented by The prayer chairman. Mrs. Lucy
Joe
Mrs. Macon lihelton and Mrs.
Day Bennett, reported one new
Nethery. The scripture was read
by Mrs. Joe Nethery and the devotional was given by Mrs. Macon
Last Times Today I
113helton.
Audio Murphy -- in
Those taking part on the program were Mrs. J. K Sadler, Mrs.
"RIDE A CROOKED
Lewis Patrick, Mrs. Harry PittTRAIL"
man. Mrs. Walter Nichols, Miss
Narie Moore, Mrs. C. A. Sadler
and Mrs. J. C. Jackson.
The meeting was dismissed with
prayer by Mrs. Ira Sadler.
UM!
The hostesses served cake and
drinks to sixteen members and
two visitors.

FALL,INJURES BACK
Lillard, Water Valley; Gale
Page 6,The Fulton News, Thursday, November 13, 1958
Barnes, Water Valley; Mrs. Eaton
a
17,
Mrs.
Rogers,
Howard
Hale, Crutchfield:Mrs. J. B. Norman, Wingo; W J. Jordan, May- student at South Fulton High
field; Dolan Myatt, Crutchfield; School, fell down some steps at LET'S HAVE A PARTY
Your Favorite Beverages
Mrs. Gerald Harrison, Mrs. C. L. the school Friday morning at 11
and
a
suffered
back
She
injury.
Newton, Mrs. Verna DeMyer,
Brenda Crocker, Mrs. John Gam- was rushed to Hillview Hospital
bill, Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. in a Whitnel ambulance. X-rays
J. T. Travis, Paul Cathey, Ben revealed no broken bones, and
Spanks, Mr. Harry Rabbi, Mrs. she was reported not seriously
Jim Purcell, Mrs. James Cruce, -injured.
Mrs. Byron McAlister, Nancy
442-44 Lake Street
Williamson, Sue Meacham, Mrs. Bailey Roberts, Mrs. Bill Robert- Most complete stock in
relies, Ky.
West Kentucky
R. V. Putnam, Sr., Lee Ella Lowe, son and baby, all of Fulton.

TOYLAND IS
Stop In NOW and
oomploto eatooffort of
for boys and obis of oft

Holster sets fisr
funiorfos stingers...

_HOSPITAL NEWS

ome

Kellie Lowe, Jr., of Hopkinsvine spent the weekend in Fulton visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Kellie Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Gunter of
Paris, Tenn.. visited relatives in
Pulton Stmdar.
Mrs. C. J. Bowers was the honoree at a delightful birthday party
Wednesday night at her home on
Fourth Street, when members of
her family gathered to celebrate
her 84th birthday.
The November general meeting
of the Fulton Woman's Club was
held Friday afternoon at 3 at
the club home. The Art Department had charge of the program
and the Crafts Department was
host. Mrs. E E. Mount gave an
interesting account of Suns Richard's photographing of the 12

3"

with
Dereiniperi
"Lightning Draw!" Gun can be
Sled through holster or swiveled
for off-the-hip shooting.
——

Union City

(Complete stock)
selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders--Rnecial orders
r.

dlee

game!thea

O
Value
thrilling action
•target,throw
darts. Stand-up board.

Thrilling
parlor gains
with western
background

2.98

488

'Texas
Ranger"
Two pistols, 50-shot repeater
rifle. Genuine leather cuffs,
and twin holsters. Two spurs.

Mr.

I Ill lIZ'1111

Tree Light Sit

114.772

Camping Set

Microscope Set

with big
88
pup *nil
Authentic "Marine Raider"
Outfit with mess kit,canteen,
knife, fork, spoon. helmet.

Gilbby
ert1
With complete "lab" that
includes live shrimp
Packed in sturdy steel &let

5

SATURDAY

129

A 15-lite indoor met with
2'2 snorted color babe that
burn independently.

.L‘

TB

iimemmintreat'

11 P 136

Winchester
Saddle Gun
Loads and
4.98
•I•ces bullets'
Authentic lever-action repeating cap rifle. Fires 50 perforated roll caps with smoking
action. Blue Oriel barrel, plastic wood-grain stock. Length.
33 inches

TI
MS MIS
II 1 2116

00

Camera Kit
A complete
4.98
sell Only
Really works' Takes 12 pietures on 620 roll film—
arid white or full color. lacludm camera. flash. 2 ham
sne roll film. 2 batteries.

will

Tru-Vue Gift Set
Three picture
2.98
atones in color
with 8-dimension viewer.

Eledrk Workshop
equiPinent
aniosie
lee ewe 500
espeekiesile.
5.95

•rb,

II M534

Satellite Launcher
Ejects satellites
into air where they
soar in graceful arcs.

4.98

Roller Skates

Magnetic Crane
6.98
Value
Crane goes up and down,
forward and reverse. Cab
swivels. Battery operated.

Modeling Dough
98c

4"

Four ams of masple dondi
that's cleaner to day.

298

Famous
7.4)**61
of unbreakaBeginneij
ble pjstic with noiseless all.
nylon wheels. Assorted colors.
Neirrro.

. Released the UNITED ARTISTS

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

6.95 to 14.95

-

She drinks! She wets!
She cries real tears!
Soft cuddly vinyl and

Lighted Baton
Row

1.9a

sp•thill 1.77

r.
etite
ha
aborroarlay
tia
elluded.
rge°
Verine
H
is

Flashes red, white and blue
beams. Jewel-tone shaft, 28
inches long. Batteries included.

*

-Firestone
LAKE STREET

TECHNICOLOR"
stsw

Hornbeak and Holland, Owners

Portable Electric
Phono Rag 11.95
12.99
Ueda
Plays all 78 and 46-rpm records up to 12-inch idea. Blue
and white case. Needles, too.

Home and Auto
Supplies
FULTON, KY.

Fr011

Group all your toy purchases... use the Firestone Budget Plan!
ALSO — LATEST NEWS & COLOR CARTOON!

rrarrijr...• 410411r.r.

"A110:06..

5.3

à99

RAW.

3.49

'1098
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sw42-11.
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Mr. a
327 Hari
celebrati
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honor al
Paducah

DON
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The amazing story
by the author of
"AROUND THE WORLD
•
IN 80 DAYS" and "20,000
LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA"!
•

Handsome
Clik88
Red and White CI
age
finish, ho
Highesttgualitywaivyth
heavy-gauge
enamel
wishbone frame and fork.

"Geasmoke" Game

Thrilling Toy loaded with fun ....

Good

tr•

1.98

"Betsy Wetsy"
with Layette

UP,

10-in. Tricycle

Spin Target Game

Also—ROBINHOOD DAFFY (color cartoon)

11•••4•••••

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-FY
Phone TIT 39404

114801

Maverick Gan Set

IE13

RN vas

Bikes and Trikei
for all ag- •roups...

-C-4111

FVL7041

DOUBLE FEATURE!!

Thrilling Games of Skill and Action
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e Beverages

Mr. and Mrs. Harry George To
Celebrate Golden Wedding Nov. 16

to Barest.

• KY.

11111111MIIIIP

F-C•419

Mr. and Mrs. Harry George

I.

-Courtesy of Sun-Democrat
Mr. and Mrs. Harry George,
527 Harahan Blvd., Paducah, will
celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary at a reception in their
honor at the Irvin Cobb Hotel in
Paducah Sunday, November 16.

96
baked

rr

„.„

M-191

an.

married November 17, 1808 in
Wingo. Their attendants were Mr.
and Mrs Ellis Chandler of Wingo.
Mrs. George was formerly Miss
Nora D. Yates of that city.
The couple lived in Graves
County until they moved to PaMr. and Mrs. George were
ducah in 197.
Mr. and Mrs. George are the
parents of eight children, two
daughters and six sons, and have
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
fifteen grandchildren and three
CALLING COLLECT
great-grandchildren.
The children are Henry George
555 FTJLTON, KY,
of Louisville; the Rev. James H.
George of Harvey, Ill.; Darnell
129 MAYFIELD, KY.

STARLITE Drive-Is
Fultosi-Usiim .City highway
GILLUM
with
that

SAT-SUN., NOV. 15-16
(Starts at 7:00 and 8:40)
SADDLE THE WIND
With Robert Taylor

TRANSFER CO.
FULTON

DRIVE-IN

THEATRE

(ON FULTON-MARTIN HIWAY)

THUBS-FRI-SAT., NOVEMBER 13-14-15
with Robert Mitchum
Plus Second Fenton

sIsop

lb RIK*

GARDEN s
cEDEN
mICKEY"KNOX

5.95

Mrs. Jess Paul Bowlin is today
announcing the marriage of her
daughter, Winnle Ruth to Charley
Casper Freeman of Martin, Tennessee. The bride is the daughter
of the late Mr. Jess ,Bowlin and
the groom is the son of Mrs. Robert Edward Freeman and the late
Mr. Freeman. This announcement
and West Tennessee as there has
been no formal announcement of
the engagement.
The marriage was solemnized
in the sanctuary of the First
Methodist Church in Fulton on
Saturday afternoon, the eighth of
November, nineteen hundred and
fifty eight, at three o'clock, with
the Reverend Joseph Leggett,
pastor of the church officiating
and using the impressive double
ring service.
For her wedding the bride
chose a handsome afternoon frock
of champagne wool jersey. The
bodice was designed with blouson
effect and featured loose bloused
panels in the back. The low portrait neckline was fashioned with
soft folds and the dolman sleeves
were bracelet length. The skirt
was sheath style.
Her shell hat was of champagne satin with twin bows of
ration folds at each side. She
wore a small pearl necklace and
matching earrings and her accessories were brown reptile. Her
shoulder corsage was a large
white orchid with yellow throat
and tied with satin ribbons.
Mrs. Billy Parrish attended her
sister as matron of honor. She
wore a sapphire blue wool jersey
dress designed along sheath lines
with short sleeves and a low
necklinc A draped cummerbund
ended in double folds at the side
front. Her close fitting hat, was
of matching velvet draped to
form petals around the lace, her
accessories were black and .3he
wore a Fugi crysanthemum corsage.
Roger Wit Dodd of Martin attended the groom as best man.
Immediately following the ceremony the couple left-for a wed-

Watson-Galloway
Wedding Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Trent Watson of
Sedalia announce the marriage of
their only daughter. Gail Dean, to
William Edward Galloway, son of
Mrs. Ernestine Galloway of Sedelia.
The ceremony was solemnized
Wednesday evening, Nov. 5. at the
home of Bro. William H. Joines,
minister Of the Lebanon Church
of Christ.
The bridegroom's brother, N. L
Galloway, and Mrs. Galloway attended the couple.

Photographed in COLOR
at a REAL Nudist Park
under the supervision
.,. and with the approval of
THE AMERICAN SUNBATHING
ASSOCIATION

%breaks44111 allcolcrs.

Play
University of Kentucky
over the

KY.

TUESDAY

NOVEMBER
SPORTS NETWOrr:
FIRST RUN
30 4"4111
"

WFUL AM-FM

plus

12:45

"
Ghost Diver
"

First Run In Fulton
be closed

~Ins
Vivien

Wed-Thur., Nov 19-20' LEIGH •

Marion

PRICES

SINCE

OCTOBER 23

(

Loin
End )
7-RIB
Lb. 49° PORTION

•

SUPER RIGHT

FRYING

Pork Chops(
(Supi:LeyRight
Bacon
cuts
'
Lb. 69c

C
lEvid
Lb.

ALL-GOOD SLICED

390 Chickens (Lb93. 29;
490 Oysters .....( %T:499
..F
89€
Whole
Lb.

CAP'N JOHN FRESH (Extra Standard)

Lb. 59c)
Lb.

17.

Thick Sliced Baconitf=tgyt 2 g. 1.09 Spare Ribss.b L.
Semi-Boneless Hams itry`CITS:rd Lb.79c Smoked Bacon Squares

49c
Lb. 39c

Lb.

PEAK BRAND

or SPINACH('pZ")
YOUR
CHOICE PICG.
SALAD or SLAW()
Pole Beans
2 L.. 29° Lettuce =
Idaho Potatoes 10 Lb.:759° Bibb Lettuce
Carrots
KALE

19
C
1

2

LARGE 24 SIZE

Lb. 2SC
A&P
Frozen)
Orange Juice(Conc.
CANS
Frseft

Cr..,
California

Lb.

2

19
°

PPLE SA

Hudson Facial

. 07G 190

Tissues

66 oz.147

16-0Z.
CAN

Personal Size

Save 8c On

790

Ivory S0aP12BARS

46-Ox.A9
0
Cans me

JANE PARKER LIGHT

FRUIT CAKE
12
,
LI 399
1391

A&P
Our
Finest
Quality

d. 2691

Pie:1,s
1PaZ (7Aple
E.45°
Cake :P.7"
:1 77.)29°
eit
Bread ZIP'
17'
20-0x.
Last

Tomato Juice... 2
4 c.n.37e
Biscuits
65Lb
Lard ::::"e'd
4 t.. L°
give
Margarine.
EP
Peanut Butter
2
Preserves
2 59°
Dexo
3 73°
Coffee
65°
.9,
Cards Christmas
7
1-Lb.
Ctns.
Lb.
Jar 69
°
Lb.
Jar

Suit

Agin Page Pure
Strawberry

a

)2
320 770

(Reg.
Soap

19-0a. 431s0
Box

Lb.
Can

Bath
Bars

Eight
O'Clock

Joyous
As„

1
•
'

BRAND°:

Saturday

Wisconsin
Pkg. 290
"
)
( Deal

(;''
31)Gz770
Breeze
Silverdust 32(z:770
Spry Shortening 3 Lb. 890
690
Lux Liquid
Rinso Blue
67(
Wisk
23 439
All

Sponsored by:
Ashland Oil & Refining Co.
and these dealers . . .
Pete Templeton, Dist.
Clinton
Davidson's Service Station
Fulton

L.. 320 Giant 770
Pig.
Pkg.

16-0a.38032-0x.
Box
Box

D.t.rgew

nt

Swiss Cheese

Salad Dnessing-Ledy Betty

Flour

Lb.
Wisconsin
Cheddar

Sharp Cheese,
Butter

Whipped
eunnyneid
Our Finsost Quality % &Or. 390

59°

Lb.

1-Lb. L50
Ctn. 11;11P

Eggs.
. med. size • •.. 43c doz.
Save Time - Save Money
ILLUSTRATED

DO-IT-YOURSELF
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Vol. 1
Only 25c

VOLUME 3
Now On Sole-Only

99`

Volvo's* 2 Still Avaliabl*--Only USe
12 VOLUMEII--VOL.4 TO it ONLY Mk EA.
BUILD YOUR SIT ON AGM, VOLUME-A-WEEK PLAN
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. NOV. 16

Dui )

Old Style Sauce
A&P Brand

59,

GiantBox

Cashmere::( For)
c 2:a: 29c

Debi

3-Lb.) 1-Lb
Bag
Bag
1.89
Box
of 50

10C
Lg.

12-0z.39022-0z
Can
Can

16 - 17 - 18

We will

He is stationed with the U. S.
Armed Forces at Fort Jackson,
S. C.

PORK LOIN ROAST
39c
lb

al
"

Irk

mu mos. Blue
as, too.

GROCERY

Fulgham High School in the class
of 1957-1958. The bridegroom was
graduated from the Carlisle
County High School in the class
of 1958.

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

Detergent

Hear

MONDAY

12.99

A&P

%,I %, REDUCED

Detergent

SUNDAY

11.95

IT
'
S

Palmolive
Vel
Fab
Xavier

1

rig

NOW

Ad Detergent

es

98

The Rev. Jack Smith, pastor of
the Milburn Baptist Church, read
Miss Polly Fowler, daughter of the single-ring ceremony in the
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Fowler of Ful- church.
gham, became the bride of Pvt.
The attendants were Mr. and
Donald Terry O'Neill, son of Mr. Mrs. Donnie Hamilton of
Mayand Mrs. Rob O'Ne4,11 of Milburn, field.
on Oct. 10.
The bride is a graduate of the

Shortening

JAMIE FirARA

100 101

Fowler-O'Neill
Vows Exchanged

ding trip after which they will
make their home at 421 College
Street, Fulton. For traveling Mrs.
Freeman added a bamboo-eolored
Cashmere topcoat to her ensemble.

M. George of Lexington; G. Forrest George of Evansville, Ind.;
Mrs. Hugh Fly of Fulton; Lawson George of Louisville; Mrs.
William T. Lynn of Memphis,
Tenn.; Edward George of Paducah.
Although invitations have been
sent, all friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to the reception in the private dining
room of the Irvin Cobb Hotel
from 2 until 5 Sunday afternoon,
November 16.

Road
"

Thunder

Miss Winnie Bowlin Becomes Bride
Of Charley Casper Freeman Sunday
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Wad& Dot
11-02. Jar

21c

PIPIMOAllit 100S ill7AI•li0 SINCI Its9

EIGHT O'CLOCK

251bs.

plain 1.45

GREAT ATLANTIC &PACIFIC

S-R 1.49

Coffee

.

•

.

lb. 65c
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YMBC Club Has
4 New Members

tending were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Champion, Janie and RobMrs. Jack Graham• bie, Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Workman, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Wade,
There were
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Kyle, Elijah dinner-meeting 32 present at a
(Last Week)
of
arid.Harriett, Mrs. Daisy Cham- Men's Business Club the Young
recently
In spite of the rain said mud pion, Mr. Marion
Champion, Mr.
the spooks were still out in the and Mrs. Arthur Tarver.
'
The meeting was held at the
neighborhood Halloween night.
Mrs. Della Alexander visited One and All Club east of town,
Thanks to everyone that gave
and members of the club served
Mrs. Kat Flippin Friday.
their donations to UNICEF.
There was a large crowd at the meal.
Mrs. Clayton Kyle honored Mr. church Sunday night.
During the business meeting
Fred Wade with a birthday dinthe members voted to sell tickets
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Jack
Graham,
ner Thursday evening. Those atJerry and Jacky, and Mr. Connie on a shotgun in order to raise
Goodwin spent Sunday with Mr. money for the Christmas baskets
and Mrs. Raymond Campbell and for the needy.
Four new members were voted
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Kyle Into the club. They were Chief of
Over 25.000 Arthritic and Rheumatie
iufferers have taken tids medicine sinoe
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Roxy Police Rex Ruddle, Bill Hinkle,
It has been on the market. It Is Inand Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stal- Policeman A. E. Campbell and
expensive. can be taken to the home.
Fire Chief Nemo Williams.
For free Information rive name and
lins.
addrees to P. 0. Bei 5211. Hot Springs.
Mary and Barbara Smith, Mrs.
Anal:01W
There were two visitors presSidney Smith and Sidney, Jr. ent. The meeting was presided
over by Dewey Johnson, president.

•Harmony Community

SEEP THIS AD!

MARKET QUOTATIONS
DIAL

RADIO STATION WDSG
1 4 5 0
AT

9:45 A. M. and 2:50 P. M.
OR CALL

ATwatar 5-2748, Dyersburg
FOR QUOTATIONS AND INFORMATION ON
ANY siroca, BONDS AND COMMODITIES

Irving Weis & Company
•

•
MEMBERS

•

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
NEW YORK COTTON EXCHANGE
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
AND ALL OTHER PRINCIPAL EXCHANGES
All Modern Equipment To Expedite Your Requirements
•

•

HARRIS N. DRAUGHON, Mgr.
102 Main Street

Dyersburg, Tenn.

Coast Guard
Academy Offers
Appointments
With JIM PRYOR
heistelemeei Agent,illseb caned ealtesi
FIRE SEASON

Fall is a most beautiful season,
in fact I think the colorful and
restful effect makes it the best
season of all, that is until springtime. The horror of fall is that
FIRE can change a golden
countryside to charcoal gray with
very little effort on our part.
True enough, fire is difficult to
prevent in some cases, but on the
other hand, they are even more
were Sunday guests of Mr. and of a problem to extinguish. Lets
think of a few simple rules of onMrs. Allen Kyle and family.
measures.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tarver the-farm protective
and Mrs. Neal Little are spendFirst, a fire lane is a must
ing a few days in Memphis, Tenn. around the woodslot. It doesn't
Mr. Connie Goodwin is spend- take long with a traelor to make
ing the week with Mr. and Mrs. a few rounds with a plow or disk.
This will assure your wooded area
Raymond Campbell and family.
from most ground fires. If you
Mrs. Mildred Luten has gone have sod fields near a road, it
to Louisville to spend a while would be well ,to make a fire
with her daughter, Mrs. Phillip lane around the field, especially
Clements and family.
along the road. What little time
Mr. Sidney Smith was dismiss- is spent building fire lanes and
ed from the Obion County Hos- the loss of sod you will destroy
pital Monday.
will not compare with the losi
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly V. Rose, Mr. encountered if the field burns
and Mrs. James Earl Sadler and over. It is a good idea to make
Teresa and Mr. and Mrs. Bill a fire lane around old buildings
Dobbin of Memphis were Satur- used as hay or grain storage.
day night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
At this time of year there are
Jack Graham and family.
thousands of jobs around the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sublette, farm to be done before winter
Jr. and family were Sunday sets in. You will say, "I will get
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wade to that next week." When next
Jones.
week arrives you could say, "I
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Brown sure wish I had done that last
were Sunday dinner guests of week".
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Howell.
NEVER BURN A FIELD to get
Mr. and Mrs. James Byrd, rid of weeds. You will destroy
David and Glen were Sunday af- valuable organic matter and kill
ternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. few weeds. This organic matter
cannot be purchased in a bag of
Hershel Brown.
10-10-10. The ashes remain, yoor
organic substances went up in
Complete Lime
smoke. Organtic matter is natures
only method of rebuilding soil
Hearing Aid Batteries and when
we work against naPer all mates of hearing aids! ture, we are fighting a losing
Vide ear Hearhag AM Depart- battle. About the only thing you
mint at year first opportunity. kill in burning a field is your
time.
CIT1' DRUG CO.
If you just have to smoke
OA Lake Street
Phone 70 around and in barns keep a
bucket of sand close by to stick
your smoke in. This will extinguish the fire completely whereas by grinding it out with your
foot could leave a spark that
could destroy 10 years of hard
work.
It will not be long until tree
planting time. If you would like
a demonstration with our
mechanical planter contact your
County Agent, Farm Advisor,
Conservationist or District Forester.

/

STANDARD

The State Education Department reports the U. S. Coast
Guard is offering opportunities
for appointment to its Academy
at New London, Conn.
The department Mid appointment to the academy is unique
in that it requires no designation
by a congressman. Appointment
is made solely upon results of a
competitive examination given
throughout the nation late in
February.
Graduates from the Academy
receive -11 commission as ensign
In the Coast Guard and a
bachelor of science degree.
A representative of the Academy will visit Kentucky high
schools to interest eligible boys
in this appointment, the EducetitDepartment reported.
Deadline for filing applications
for the next examination is Jan.
15, 1959.

Confidence...

To increase the service to the
small needs of patients outside
the field of medicine it is proposed that a hospital auxiliary be
formed in conjunction with the
District One State Tuberculosis
Hoerpital, Madisonville, Ky.

This week work is' continuing
on the pouring of the concrete
floors of the Ferry-Morse Seed
Co. plant in Highlands.
Mr. Wright, foreman of the
construction job, said that the
ground was so muddy Monday
that several workers had to be
laid off from work.

YES
NO

Dewey Johnson

1,730
1,084

Although a majority of the
voters who cast ballots approved
the measure, it failed to get the
necessary two-thirds majority.
For the number of votes cast,
it would have required a "yes"
vote of 1,876 to carry.
The proposal was for issuance
of $575,000 of general obligation

All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
Phone 408
Fulton, Hy.
5
.

The WhitneI Funeral Home
e

OFFERS

ga
li

OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE

.......saarsaissaiswarawavabwatarwriarz...

We have-two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
nrygen-equipped—ready to go, day or night, And it costs no
more to use this service.

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

911MIIIK

in Union City

U1
•'
1...49';••
:::

THURSDAY--FRIDAY--SATURDAY
NOV. 13, 14, 15
Visit Union City during this tremendous sale!

The Union City Merchants are going "all-out" to make
"CBD" the greatest event in history !
All-new Hardtop styling in the

longest,lowest,roomiest

F01111 WAGONS
Ever seen in

II ••
A'ONO 11111i 111111111ft
_•

new Ranch Wagon

.
1c

The

in gasolines that are first in performance
From long experience. Southern motorists
expect Standard Oil to be first with the hest,
and Standard Oil dealers to supply them
with gasoline, that are constantly improved.
That Standard Oil gasoline* fulfill these expectations is evidenced oy the fact that they
are bought by more motorists than any
other brand in the area served by Standard
Oil dealers.
To further justify this continued confidence, the quality of all three of our popular gasoline* has again been improved, to
assure you a new high in performance,
whichever you use.

Your confidence in us is reflected by our
confidence in the future of the South. During 1957, our expenditures in Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Mississippi,
for additional real estate, buildings
and facilities . . . enlargement, repair
and maintenance for present plants and
equipment ... and all expenses of operation, including payrolls, licenses and
taxes (excluding Federal income taxes)
—amounted to over $50,000,000.
Our future is the future of the South.
We never lose sight of this fact in
Ck
making plans and expenditures

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

SUPER
CROWN
EXTRA

E. J. MeCOLLIIII, AGENT

Marshall County — Various
roads; 3.9 miles; bituminous surface; Middle West Road Co.,
$45,800.

us

HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Satheriand's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.

FULTON, IT.

PEONS 41

4011 Lak• 34.

111111111MPw=•:—
..
46.111••••••••,..A.sw •

>L.A..

Felten
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fuel
hoe
thei
day
too.
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rigt

SAVE SAVE SAVE

On November 7, a morning
coffee was held in the hospital
dining room at 10:00 a. m. For
those unable to attend at that
time a second
meeting
was
held in the hospital at 7:00 p. m.
on the same date.
Mrs. Ann Conboy, Chairman of
the Council of Kentucky Hospital
Auxiliaries was in charge of
the dicussion.

The awards included:
Calloway County—Roy Graham road, 2.2 miles; bituminous
surface; Middle West Roads Co.,
Louisville, $28,524
Fulton County--"-Shuck Switch
road; 4.07 miles; grade, drain and
traffic bound surface; McDade
and McDade, Fulton; $143,611.

ii
Ii
Id

The State Highway Department
recently
awarded
road
contracts totaling $743,550.
The contracts brought the total
awards this year to $75,400,006.

—7
;

<
41)4

CADILLAt: AMBULANCE SERVICE

Road Contracts
Awarded Recently

Ar.

‘I

COMMUNITY BARGAIN DAYS

Th.,

•1J_

Votes on the proposal stood:

Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
have always met any competitors' prices in this area.

Work Continues On
Ferry-Morse Plant

Auxiliary To TB
Hospital Proposed

WHERE YOU STOP WITH

bonds to finance the hard-suffacing of some streets and repairing of others.
It would have been the first
Mayfield, Ky., Nov. 4—Mayfield large-scale street repair program
voters rejected a proposal to in Mayfield since 1926.
launch a major repair program
for the city streets.

Mayfield's Street
Bond Issue Beaten

Kentu
toba000

new 9 passenger
Cavntry Won

The now
Country Squire

Take your pick of
six beauties
You've never had it so new as in these 59
Ford wagons. They're the longest, lowest,
roomiest Ford wagons ever. You ride in
limousine comfort on a longer 118-inch
wheelbase; enjoy a 20% bigger "picture
window" up froni And all seats face forwent.
clufAlelt IVICt

THE' WORLD'S
MOST BEAUTIFULLY
PROPORTIONED CARS

Ao Nut!

NOW AT ALL FORD CONALIERS

VARDEN CORDER MOTOR COMPANY
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED

FULTON. KY.

PHONE 42
— If You're Interested in an A-1 Us•d Car — B. Sure to Sea Your Ford Dealer

wa,

re•*1

BURLEY TOBACCO

around town with

Ouida Jewell

the first
r program

.w

.

.0...
:WAR•,

.
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city.

Kentucky grows more burley
tobacco than any other state.

hard-gutid repair-

6111111.'
,

Mrs. Pete Green has returned
home after visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Nick Nichols and family in
Lansing, Mich.
Mrs. Green's younger daughter,
Jackie Rawls, a 1958 graduate of
Fulton High,-,r-emained in Lansing, where she has accepted a
position at Ingham Hospital as
a clerk-typist. She will also attend Community College there.
Mrs. Green was graduated on
Sept. 18 from Romy's Beauty
School at Union City and three
weeks ago received her beautician's license in Louisville.
While on her trip to Michigan,
Mrs. Green also visited Mr. and
Mrs, Bill Freeman and other
friends in Flint and her brothers, Dick and Bill Looney, and
their families in Detroit.

NEW
1 ARRIVAL
DEPT.

IT'S A BOY !
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Dallas are
the proud parents of an 8 pound
boy, Gary Shelby, born October
17, 1958, at 8:34 a. in. at the Fulton Hospital.

Nov. 14: B. J. Pigue, Mrs. A. J.
IT'S A BOY
Kirkland, Gip McDade, Barbara
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hicks,
Patterson; Nov. 15: J. A. HornRoute 3, Fulton are the proud
beak, Mrs. Dee Ferguson: Nov. 16:
parents-of a seven pound, seven
Mrs. Rodney Miller, Florence
ounce son born at 7:50 p. m.,
Allen, Mrs. Jake Underwood;
October 26, 1958 at the Hillview
Nov. 17: Shirley Mann Wade, ITS A GIRL:
hospital.
Tony Slayden, Janice Sue Fields,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Treas, Fulton,
Winston Lucy and Eva Jo Reams; are the proud parents of a six IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. William RobertNov. 18: W. L. Holland, Mrs. pound, eight ounce daughter,
George Allen, Vernon Robey, Rebecca Joan, born at 1:10 a. m., son, Fuiton are the proud parents of a nine pound son, born at
Shirley Jean Percy; Nov. 19: Mrs.
James Elkins, snorts editor of
Sam Short, Joe Thomas Harris; October 19, 1958 at the Fulton 4:07 a. "In., November 8, 1958 at
Ruth Johnson, Circuit Court
Hospital.
the Fulton hospital.
the Sun-Democrat, devoted most
Nov. 20: Mrs. H. N. Strong, Ed
of his "Sportstalk" column Friday Clerk, said today that several
T.
J.
Mrs.
Lowe,
Stella
Frields,
to the Fulton High Bulldogs' bas- operators over the state have not
IT HAPPENED IN
Mignon McKendree, P.
Capt. and Mrs. Joseph Balakas, Brundige,
ketball team, along with a picture received their permanent driver's
F.
Wade.
Calif.,
the
from
of
arrived in
Department
Jr., of Barstow,
of Roger Pigue. Elkins had the license
last
a
Tuesday for
Public Safety, as yet.
Fulton
following to say.
Fulton City, which has won two
Those in the county, who have brief visit before leaving for Chi- ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lamascus,
consecutive regional tournament not received their licenses, are cago, where they will make their
trips, holds the favorite's role in asked to contact Mrs. Johnson at home. They were met in Albur- Fulton, are the proud parents of
the First District this season.
the court house in Hickman, querque, N. M., by Mrs. Balakas' an -eight pound, 15 ounce son,
Mrs. H. L. McKinney, of Ricky Dale, born at 6:35 p. m.,
Coach Charlie Thomas' Bull- immediately, so that she can mail mother,
who made the November 6, 1958 at the Hillview
dogs rete the to pre-season spot the list in to Frankfort by next Fulton, Route 2,
auto trip to Fulton with them. Hospital.
in the district on the strength of Saturday.
three returning starters from the
Capt. Balakas retired from the
Congratulations to Teresa Pen, Cosc-ceeertaartliC Agee
t5te
Corps Friday, and Friday night of this week.
1957-58 team.
nington, who was the grand win- U.•8. Marne
The four other district teams— ner of the talent program spon- Oct. 31, after serving 21 and one- The first presentation was WedFulton County, Carlisle County, sored by the Junior Class at the half years in the Corps. He was nesday evening,
1831—FIRST IAN IOAD IN THE WEST
The story unfolds as Charles
Clinton Central and Fulgharr.— South Fulton School Friday night. honored with a retirement cereThe first rail for this pioneer road was laid at Lexfigure to be close behind in the
monies, complete with the Cen- Condomine, played by Jerry
The contestants were divided ter band and a battalion in the Coates of South Fulton, is beington on October 21, 1831. The railroad ran from
chase for district honors.
Lexington to Frankfort. It was not finally completed
leagured by his wives, both alive
Fulton County will have one into groups and there were sev- parade.
ituntil December 1835. It was the second railroad to
of the top teams in the district, if eral winners. A large crowd
A native of Chicago, Capt. an ddeceased. To complicate matbe laid down in the United States. The first locomonot the top, until mid-December tended the affair.
Balakas has accepted a position ters, his present wife, Ruth, playtive in the world was built by Thomas Barlow in
when scoring star Don Coffey
According to a road condition with the Acacia Mutual Life In- ed by Robbi Morris of Obion, re1826-27 at Lexington.
reaches his 20th birthday.
fuses to offer any consolation.
bulletin received Friday from the surance Company in Chicago.
In Kentucky's historic past, just .as today, many
Carlisle County has a good re- Kentucky Department of HighMrs. Balakas, the form er The new maid in the family,
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
bounding team that could press ways, Highway 51 in Fulton and Dorothy Arnold, was graduated played by Loraine Fields of South
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
both of the Fulton fives before Hickman counties is being resur- from Fulton High School and at- Fulton, is bewildered by Ruth's
our residents. The sale of this 1iht, bright beverage of
tournament time. Clinton Central faode, but is open to traffic. Driv- tended Draughn's Business Col- elaborate instructions, not to
moderation under orderly conditions is an important
before going to mention the strange goings-on.
and Fulgham also figure to proPaducah,
at
lege
observe local
objective of the United States Brewers Foundation.
vide strong opposition for the ers are asked to
Washington, D. C. to work for
adis
caution
signs
and
warning
Our continuing educational program helps beer reTickets may be purchased at
other district club.
the government. It was there that
tailers maintain their high standards.
Fulton City posted a 15-10 rec- vised.
she met her future husband. They the door of the Wesley Foundaord in marching to the First
tion, UTMB, on performance
A talent show will be held were married in 1942.
KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
Regional tournament last year.
nights. Reserved seats may be
Thursday night, Nov. 20, at the
We heard a good one Saturday purchased at Bennett's Drug
Roger Pigue, Charlie Forrest Martin High School gym. A fea1523 Heyburn Building, Louisville, Kentucky
John Powell
and Joe Johnson are back from ture of the evening will be the night. Mr. and Mrs.
Store in Fulton.
Emerson, who are now living at
last year.
appearance of TV personality, Pilot Oak, invited a group of
Jackie Forrest, the team's Cousin Tuny, as mistress of cerehome recentsparkplug and top scorer last monies. Cousin Puny of Jackson friends out to their John Powell
roast.
year, graduated, along pith,run- is the former Miss Doris Branch ly for a wiener
hooked up a wagon bed, filled
ning mate Harold Frazier.
of Fulton.
with straw, to the tractor and the
the
heads
forward,
Pigue, a 6-0
went to a wooded spot a
group
Mr.
and
that
points
understand
382
We
returnees. He scored
away. Upon arriving
This 6'x 9
'
in 23 games last season and was Mrs. L. L. Moss, former residents few miles
spot, wood was
the first substitute on the 1957 of Fulton, have sold their restaur- at the picnic
was
Porch
started.
was
fire
a
and
team that marched to the state ant in St. Louis and have pur- gathered
chased a business in Phoenix, Everyone got ready to roast their
enclosed with
tournament.
That's Warrengao— the modern
junior,
Ariz. Mrs. Moss and children have wieners. It was then that it was
5-11
a
Forrest,
Charlie
fuel that does 101 farm and
Genuine
Warp's
had
wieners
the
came on strong at the end of the already gone to Phoenix and Mr. discovered that
home heating tasks. And does
refrithe
in
home
at
left
Clear
the
for
been
Crystal
in
342
Fulton
been
Moss
has
with
finished
them so well for only pennies•
season and
gerator. John Powell had to unday. Warrengas is dependable,
points. Forrest can play either past week or so.
ss
Flex-O-Gla
hook the tractor and drive to the
too. It's always ready to serve
guard or forward.
School,
food
Preparatory
Monticello
necessary
the
for
house
added
you, for it's conveniently stored
Johnson, a 6-2 center,
Alton, Ill., presented the first
party could go
right outside your horne.
112 points in 17 games. Fulton performance of "Uncle Tom's item, before the
County owns a big team that Cabin" before students and Alton on.
could be plenty tough until big residents in the school audiMiss Beverly Grugett, a niece
Coffey, who scored 701 points last torium, Oct. 28.
of Mrs. Pete Green of Fulton, was
rethe
of
loss
The
departs.
year,
recently elected football queen at
bounding and point work of the
The dramatization by George L. Memphis State, and her picture
Fulthe
hurt
will
6-5 shot-maker
THE COST
Aiken was the first of two Monti- appeared in the Commercial
ton county attack.
OF GLASS
cello Preparatory School plays Appeal with Tennessee's newlyhas
son
New coach Plaroldryarri
that will be presented this year elected governor.
a number of big boys from his under direction of Miss Nancy
season.
"Blith Spirit", Noel Coward's
unbeaten "B" team of last
Hines.
Joe Johnson, a 6-3 center, Jim
Eugenia Harris, 215 Third rollicking comedy on the super—autonsaticallyl Clean, even,
THERE IS ONLY
Robbitt, 8-2, and Jim Tipton, 6-3, Street, Fulton played the part of natural, LI being presented by the
healthful heat—ends dirt,
ONE FLEX-0-r•L
will make the Pilots one of the "Topeey". She is the granddaugh- Vanguard Theatre on the U-T
soot, oil
tallest teams in the district.
ter of Mrs. L. 0. Bradford of this campus at Martin on Thursday
Elkins had this to say about
Fulgharn's team.
Fulgharn has a big team that
returns two of its top scorers
from last year. Gerald Clark, the
team's top scorer, graduated.
ETTER
Larry Stewart, a 8-3 center, heads
bookthe group on hand. Stewart
FEEDS
TOP
ed 231 points last year. Dean addWarp's Genuine Flett.0-Glass bolds in hem, keeps One cold.
R BETTER
ed 224 points. Coach Harold
Lets in Ultra•Violet rays better than glass. Flez.0-Glass saved
QUAL;TY
—fast! Oceans of piping hot
Romaine should get plenty of
40% on fuel on this house sod kept it warmer, more comfortable,
FOODS
water for laundry, dishes, bath. board help from 6-3 Ed Bowen
freer from drafts all winter long. year after year. Yee can. too!
and Preston Overstreet, a 8-2
freshman.
The Black Cats won 11 of 23
CUT
games last year.
Larry Thorpe,
We are glad to hear that Orville
So E.1,, o Do
employee,
U
K.
friendly
Smith,
Cook Station, Missouri
So Inelopens.v•
is recuperating at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Stapps
says;
in Dallas, Texas, after undergoing
RAXISLI—IINATTORPItOOT—LASTS FOR TEARS
there.
eye surgery in a hospital
I have fed three well-lmown brandy
hi Sunshine Vitamin 0(Hada, Giving Ultra-Viola Royal
Lillts
him.
- the modern way! Automatic, Mrs. Smith is there with
bat
years
six
last
the
In
of
feed
hog
carefree cooking with pure.
We are glad to hear that M
clean, "controlled" heat.
I now know that Dixie does the beat
and Mrs. Marvin Der.ny have deJob at the least east. I have now
instead
Fulton
eided to remain in
Foe sang.. Boro, Poultry set
been feeding Dixie for 3 years. Tide
of moving to Memphis. RecentItegteess Elodosts. Savo Sm.
sore stoney, mem row Mesa
Fr Mos Mem Ur
ly, the Denneys returned to Fulspring we raised about 460 hop at
rift usbrisksbis Fits
swwkrws
arsor us so1401 Fit SIR Dom
ton from Indiana and opened a
rash a 0-Gras
us
Asps*
Dixie
Hog
the
on
tondos;
isaly
sod
profit
sizeable
•
MIR
photo studio in their apartment
iloot
sweriigit
aviary elk alma
-44111111Pwro11 fles-04114
six sera
Feeding Program. Ism •pure bred
in the Hardy Apartment House on
their
first
At
ne"-Qbn Mout ES
Street.
ONS
Second
RE OF CHEAP IMITATI
Hampshire broader. We avenged
SI
-"""uNIIPP'
LOOK POI TIE NAAS
application for a permit to
'ARID!
92 hogs per litter marketed. Ill be
1110ANIMID ON111N 11111•••••
TN
operate at that address was turn•Dizie Feeder from now cm
Pam—
iblo Ad?.Vera Daalse Ye le leerY.. Get TI.. Rieke Freese At The
ed down by the Zoning Commission. Now we understand, the
commission has reconsidered and
.—end cuts maintenance costs
the Den nys have now received
to the hone! Delivers greater
their permit7
power, faster speeds,
SEMI-RIGID!
dew
faster farming.
•SOW CONCIINTRATS
H. L. Hardy was by The News
I
Mrs.
•20% PIO a SOW
MASK
Stand the other day and
ri7STAl CLEAR
•40% HOG GROWER
'
cu....,
CONCENTRATE
LASTING
WINDOW MATERIALS
--41
)
f
k—Lef
•40% HOG FINISHRIR
CONCENTRATS
lifit
• DRY-LOT HOG rimisHan
CONCENTRATE
VISIT US TODAY —
• nom 000ss
•15% HOG OROWNIE
e
il ss
mar
.
a elds411
tinv
•12% HOG FINISHER
INCLOSOFIS
eat
Gordon Baird was in the News
office Friday and was telling us
that his granddaughter's fatherin-law was elected Lt. Governor
of Ohio in last Tuesday's election. He is John Donahey, a
Cleveland manufacturer. Mr.
Baird's granddaughter is Mrs.
John Donahey of Nashville,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Noble of Nashville.

IMMO

EAL
sine

lime 408

Le

Herman Sams had lost her voice.
Said Mr. Hardy,"That is a disease
going around among the women
that is really a help to the men.
It gives them a chance to talk,
for a change."
As you know, for three weeks
I couldn't speak a word above a
whisper, and several men, including Tillman Adams, wanted to
know what I took. They wanted
to get some for their wives.

WAHRENGAS

appre:es. We

does all
these

ied and
oats no

REET

for pennies
a day!

MAKE YOUR HOME WINTER-TIGHT, DRAFT FREE!

Jack of All Trades
And
Master of 'em All!

/7-3* TIME

TO TACK UP

1/6

HEATS YOUR HOME

WARREJ/CIAS
t,00.0,4ateez

HEATS YOUR WATER

here's proof!

JUST
AND TACK ON

COOKS YOUR MEALS

POWERS YOUR
TRACTOR

DIXIE HOG FEEDS

WE HAVE THE GENUINE
777,0aud/i/j.
LONG •7.ficetrvl

Phone,„:
POWERS YOUR IRRIGATION
leirfic•
PUMPING ENGINE
—makes oil and plugs last far
longer because Warrengas is so
clean-burning, so sany on engines!

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON

Po

301
- —

Main St.

Phone 960

FULTON, KENTUCKY —

Western Auto Associate Store

ATTENTION

HOO FEEDERS

... we win flearm
If you would Ilhe financial embroils*, emi
your hog hada You pay for your feed whew your hogs go le Want We
no red tape. Saw us today fee fell details.

Dixie Mobile Milling Company
East State Line

Phone 808

42
4/

s.

Home Owned and

Operated

is.

,S, FOR

I

vials

by Thad Fagan

Lake Street

S Window
'
Buy Your WARP

Fulion

gat
1111111 lo irruptive,

materials at

A. HIIDDLESTON CO.
233-239 Main St.

..as. I.ss MD

ma '11 it PP(

Fulton

ct

$$$$$

14,001V WOO.

FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake St.

Phone 1

1
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Water Valley Residents Win Gland Prizes

'ton
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Myatt M. Nudism

ago. His trailer was located on
the Robert Olasco farm. He was
a cousin of Mr. Pinion.
He leaves a son. Carl Pinion
of East St. Louis; a daughter,
Mrs. Joe Hetsel of East fit. LOU11;
two stepsons, Howard Jacobs and
Bill A. Jacobs, both of East St,
Louis: a stepdaughter, Mrs. LucWe Eldridge of Dover. Tenet.;
and two brothers, Albert Pinion
and Carl Pinion, both of East St.
Louis.

Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Rev Bobby Williams of UnServices
for Myatt M Murchiion City officiated. Burial, under
Linder, was present at the final
direction of Jackson Brother Fumeeting. Also, attending to pre- son, who died Friday at Rivervale,
neral Home of Dukedom, was in
sent the cooler was Dick Ander- Ark., were held Monday afternoon
The aeries of five meetings was
the church cemetery. She was 59.
son, regional sales manager of St. at 2, at the Boas Chapel Church
well received by dairymen with
Decides her husband, she leaves
Louis, representing Master-Bilt on East State Line near Fulton.
a total attendance of over 500 intwo daughters, Mrs. Howell Jonas
and Bobby Vincen of the Graves The Rev. G. W. Perkins officiated.
terested farmers and their famiBurial, under direction of Murphy
County Soil Association.
of Arlington, Ky., an Mrs. Durell
lies.
The purpose of these Meetings Funeral Home of LePanto, Ark.,
McCall of Dukedom; four brother,
The final meeting was held at
was to promote dairying by hav- assisted by Whitnel Funeral Home
John Griffith of Palmersville.
The grand prize winners were Charlie Rickman's farm near
ing open house at V-type milk of Fulton, was in the church cemRoute 2, Joe Griffith of ClareMr. and Mrs. Zell Shgleton, who Farmington. The all-afternoon
barns, and to show other labor- etery. He was 75.
received a seven-can mechincal and night rain didn't seem
mont, Calif), Harrison Griffith
to faze
Mr. Murchison, Fulton County
saving devices.
milk cooler, donated by Master- the crowd as they
of Chino, Calif., and Litt Grifbraved the
Other meetings were held at native, was the son of J. S. and
fith of Utica. Mich.: two sisters,
Silt Co. of St. Louis; r!rs. Nellie elements for the final registraServices for Mrs. lvil Reed, Mims Annie Griffith of Clarethe farms of Noble Dobson at Anna Lisa Boaz Murchison. He
Johnson, who won a DeLavel tion. One hundred and sixty-six
wife
of
Fonnie
Cuba,
had
made
Reed of Dukedom, meat. Callf., and Mrs. Henley
Bert Mill at Fancy Farm,
his home in Arkansas
cow-to-can milker, donated by attended.
who died at Hlllview Hospital Bynutn of Palmersville, Route 2;
and L. V. Jones at Hickory.
for a number of years.
the Graves County Soil AssociaThe meetings were conducted
Saturday
night at 990 of a heart four grandchildren, one greatHe leaves a brother, Arthur
tion.
by the Pet Milk Field DepartThe Singletons and Mrs. John- ment, composed of 0. L. UpMurchison of Montgomery, Ala.; attack, were held Monday after- granchild; and several nieces and
son registered for the grand church, head fieldman, Dale Wiland two sisters, MIL Lee Ella noon at 2 at the Good Springs neparata.
prizes at a meeting held at the son, William Clayton and Billie
Jonakin of Fulton and Mrs. Noah
MR AND MRS. ZELL SINGLEMrs. Leila Roper, widow of the Norman of Montgomery.
TON, of Water Valley, Route 2, late Dr. J. F. Roper
of Union City
whiner at seveh-can mechanical and daughter of
the late Robert
milk cooler. Shown unloading A. and
Betty Gossum of Fulton,
cooler are (I. to r.): Bill Clayton, died Friday November
at her
Our professional staff is fully licensed and qualified to serve
IFieldman for Pet Milk, C. W. home
Services for John L. Pinion,
in Huntington Park, Calif.
Yates,
neighbor
who
you
of
died
through years of experience and training.
suddenly
Singletons
of
,
a
heart
Complete Assortment
She was the mother of Mrs.
and James Pryor, Mayfield, Ag
attack about 8 Wednesday mornRoyce
Jolley,
south
of town and ing,
Agent for I. C. R. R.
were held Friday afternoon
Mrs. J. D. Sterrett of Pittsburg,
PAUL HORNBEAK
Pa. She leaves two grandsons, at 2, at the Antioch Methodist
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer in both Kentucky
Church
west
of
Union
City.
The
John and Robert Sterrett; a sisPINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS
and Tennessee.
ter, Mrs. Frank Sellars, Route 3, Rev. R. C. Rosa, pastor, officiated.
Burial,
under
direction
of
the
Fulton and a brother, W. I. GosHornbeak Funeral Home of FulFRANK LEMASTER
sum, Route 2, Fulton.
ton,
was
in
the church cemetery.
The body arrived in Fulton
Graudate of Cincinnati College of Embalming.
He was 57.
early Wednesday morning.
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer in Kentucky.
Lake Street
Mr. Pinion, driver of • city boa
Fulton
Services were held last Wednesday afternoon at 2 at the Whitnel in East St. Louis, Ill., for about
JAMES NEE.DHAM
Funeral Home chapel. The Rev. 90 years, took W at his trailer
Graduate of Kentucky School of Embalming
Oakley Woodside, pastor of the home on the Jack Douglas road
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, south of Pulton and died en
Registered Apprentice Funeral Director and Embalmer
officiated. Burial was in East route to Fulton Hospital here.
View Cemetery in Union City.
Mr. Pinion was born and reared
COMPARE THESE QUALIFICATIONS!
Palleabers were Fred Jolley, In Crystal commun1t3, son of the
Before you make your Decision
late
George
and Lure Provow
Billy Jolley, Jr., A. W. Green,
Felix Gossum, Jr., Lawson Roper Pinion, and attended school at
Antioch. He left this vicinity for
and Nathan Gossum.
East St. Louie as a young man
and spent most of his life there.
PHONE NO.7
He returned to Distrcit 1 of
Obion County about six years
Dr. C. E. Crume, who practicMRS NELLIE JOHNSON of ed dentistry
53 years at Clinton
Water Valley, Route 2. shown re- before
retiring a few years ago,
ceiving DeLavel cow-to-can milk- died Wednesda
&mem !pedal Imes
y, Nov. 5, at his
er. With her ure her husband and home.
He had been ill for sevBobby Vincen (right) of the eral years.
He was 81.
Graves County Soil Association
Dr. Crume, a graduate of the
University of Louisville, class of
Whitehead, and James Pryor of 1899, was honored with a Dr.
the I. C. Agricultural Department. Crume's Day in 1949 commemoPet Milk plant manager, Jack rating his 50th year of practice
in Clinton. A gold watch and a
certificate in recognition of his
long service were presented 10
him at that time.
He was a member of the Murray State board of regents for
11 years and also served several
terms on the Clinton City CounTill -Harrison. 82, well known cil. He was a deacon and a memINSTALL /T... NKR RI
farmer of the Cayce community ber of the board of the First
and life-long resident of Ful- Christian Church at Clinton.
Here at last is the battery
ton and Obion counties, died at
science has been trying to perDr. Crume was also an active
8 p. m. Nov. 4 at Jones Hosfect for more than 100 years I
pital following an illness of two member of the Paducah Chapter
of the Kentucky and National
Think of it —now you can
weeks.
install in your car the most
He was born near Union City Dental Societies. He was at one
time president of a bank at
on October 27 1876. His wife, Mrs.
powerful battery ever built,
Columbus. He was a Mason and
Della Polsgrove Harrison, prethen forget it completely foe
a Shriner.
ceded
him
in
death
August
15,
Survivors include his widow,
at least ten long years!
1954.
•The SILICON WATERLESS BATTERY
Mrs. Marion Davis Crume; two
He
was
a
member
01
Liberty sons, Edward Crume of Miami.
delivers quick starting power for
SI,0110 STARTS A TEAR
Baptist Church and of the Ma- Fla.,
10-ton truck engines at 70 degrees
and John D. Crume of
FOR 10 LONG TEARS!
below two ... far more than your
sonic Lodge of Hickman.
Leavenworth, Klin.; a daughter,
W needs.
What other battery stores such
Funeral services
were
con- Mrs. H. H. Lee of Washington,
•The SILICON WATERLESS BATTERY
tremendous reserve power thal
ducted at 2 p. m. Thursday at D. C., and two sisters, Mrs.
makes your lights burn brighter by
Liberty Baptist Church with Rev. Thomas McKay of Bardstown,
it can deliver the equivalent 0(
Westinghouse light meter test.
John Laida, pastor of the First and Mrs. Julian Smith of Louismore
than
starts
120
a
for
day
•Tachometer R.P.M. tests prove that
Baptist Church of P'ulton, offi- ville.
10 years or more? The SieicOte
the SILICON WATERLESS EATTERY
ciating. Interment by White-RanFuneral services for Dt. C. E.
turns your engine over faster
WATERLESS BATTERY did it in
son of Union City was in Liberty Crume of Clinton, who died Wed•The SILICON WATERLESS EATTERY
the toughest battery test ever
cemetery. Graveside service was nesday, were held Saturday at 2
is powerful enough to start your
devised by any laboratory —
conducted by Masonic lodge No. p. m. at the First Christian
car engine 50,000 time.• woe for
761 of Hickman. His grandsons Church in Clinton. The Rev. Mr.
made a total of half a million
at least 10 years!
George officiated. Burial was in
served as pallbearers.
starts!
•In competitive laboratory tests, the
He leaves two daughters, Mrs. the Clinton Cemetery, under diSILICON WATERLESS IDATTBff
Virgil Young of East St. Louis, rection of the Hopkins, Hopkins
produced 400% more power than
NEVER USES SAUL..
If your battery is two years old or
one of the nation's top-selling,
Ill.,
Mrs. Robert Burns of De- and Brown Funeral Home in ClinRIVER outgun...
nationally-advertised batteries!
oider you'd better sea no NOW!
troit; seven sons, Robert and
MIR
FR11111..
.
•The slxve statements of fact are
Herbert Harrison of Jordan, Hy.
certified to be true in every respect. NEVER NUN ATTRITION
Herman Harrison of Fulton, Jack
Harrison of St. Louis; Roy and
John Harrison of Cayce, and W.
H. Harrison of Hickman; a brother, John W. Harrison of Fulton:
a number of grandchildren and
Let us inspect, clean and detergreat granchildren and several
Phone 132
Fulton, Ky. nieces and nephews.
60odril h
mine the condition of your batR
and
tery. Assure yourself of • -Happy
Powerful new batteries of
Vacation..."der* design for modem
Three Water Valley, Route 2,
residents were winners of the two
grand prizes given at the last of
a series of meetings held recently through the cooperation of the
Field Department of Pet Milk
Company and the Illinois Central
Railroad Agriculture Department.

farm of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lawrence of Water Valley, Route 2.

Mrs. Ivil Reed

Mrs. Leila Roper

White Bibles

LICENSED EXPERTS!

Jelin L. Pinion

BIBLES

White Testaments

CITY DRUG COMPANY

NEVER NEEDS WATER...

ZURFM5Pg3
PLUM

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Dr. C. E. Craze

DEATHS
Till Harrison

mu eage•

tertifirb!

2

BATTERIES
will fail
this year

Ky. Hardware & Implement Co.

FREE

driving. Built to deliver aew
povrer and durability

You Can Sell Your Eggs For
60c to 65c Per Dozen!

10.95

9.95

b.7O 15

12.25

6.00-16
Tire7.10-15
• Pluc Tax and Retreadable

Lake Cumberland
State Park

NO CASH NEEDED!

3

3 49'
SPSCIAL
/"\rNe-N

Your Trade-in is Your
Down Payment!

( Jamestown)

Ky. Dam Village
(Gdbe,t,v.n.)
Ky.Lake State Park
Hordin,

Flocks must be started in September, October, November
or December. First come, first served. Our Quota is limited.

LAMM at KINTUCK
DAM VILLAGE
FROM OCTOBER - MARCH

201 Central Ave.

BATTERY
RE-CHARGE

B. F. Goodrich Retread Tires

Minimum 65c dozen in June, July, August, September, 1959!
Minimum 60c dozen during all other months !

South Fulton

z

NO CASH NEEDED

—• —
Contact Us Immediately For Details
—•—

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

BATTERY CHECK

iiktembitlaTi

U.SisdrIsk Campim

doge/starts hers.
CHARLIE SCATES STORE
LAKE STREET

I

For Information, writs

DIV1SION-o6- PARKI
IPIPT- 011 coNseavanow
FRANKFORT, KY.

:
101111P01e•lt'ari'

FULTON

B.F.Goodrich tires

+4011.1.
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he leaves
roll Jones
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r brother,
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—From The FHS "Kennett"

Famous Last Words
Jim Bushart, 6th hour geometry: "Two more . . one more
. 0000HI" Bill Burnett* in
Latin class: "I just know he'll
get to ins."
1st hour study hill before 2nd
wrIod algebra; primary sentence
heard on an average of once every
two minutes: "Give me your al-

Ill

THE MAY1AG

Auromaric
.'WASHER

galel
i
rft:t
low down payasesstaa_
Aid Easy Terms "'''•"
Nerve

ELECTRIC
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Scholarship Test
Given At FHS

No Football For
Fulton County High

The Scholarship Qualifying Test
we
was given at Fulton High School
Harold Duke: in 6th hour study
on October 21. Two seniors, Ruth
hall: "Everytime I turn around,
Butts and Glynn Ray Bradley,
Was Martin sees me."
and four juniors, Tommy Fields,
Mrs. Steele in 6th hour typing
John cunningham, Wayne Anclass: "One more word out of
derson, and Roland Carter, took
you, Gary, and
the test which was given between
Janice Page riding with Cynthe hours of ten and twelve.
thia Campbell on an eight-lane
super highway: "Cynthia, watch
The
Scholarship
Qualifying
that bus ! I "
Test is a two-hour College EnNancy Bushart: "I Just know
trance Examination Board test
I'll flunk that history test again."
designed for use in the preliminary
Carol McNeilly: "Well, go-o-l-ly I
selection of secondary school canNancy Bushart: "I've flunked
didates for a large number of
the jest three."
college.. and sponsored scholarCheerleaders;
eleven of the ships, and as a school guidance
Fulton High School and Junior High
Carol McNeilly: "Well, I'll be
dad - burned I"
Bulldogs' most vocal supporters.
Program.
Suzanne Johnson: "I'll probably
The 1958 SQT is a scholastic
weeks!"
six
flunk the whole
Carol McNeUly: "Well, talk

BENNETT

—From The FHS "IfenneU"

gebra quick!"
Joe Bennett: "I guess I just
forgot that, Mr. Lowe."
Mrs. Bennett. "Merrell, will you
quit hitting Judy and turn around?"
Linda Roddie: "Everybody shut
up! 'Torn Dooley' just came on."

bout tough luck!"

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the tim• that you use
ihe money.

Ohis• Weakley Nat'l Fara Lou iss'a
A. C. Fields. Sec-Tress
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

Want the
world's most
restful sleep?
par—

a-

Space warp — nucleonic — scholarships are being „ offered,
supersonic transports — time di- from the principal's office.
lation — coamonautics — telem e tar ing — magnetohydrody- —From The FHS "Kennel'
namics — antigravity — moon
strike — ion propulsion.
These magic words are part of
the vocabulary of the new world
of air-space science—a world that
Is changing the shape of our
lives by shaping the future in
whch we shall live. It is a world
that offers fascinating and rewarding careers in almost every
branch of physical science and
business administration.
If you are interested in preparing for an aircraft-missile career,
Aircraft
perhaps the Lockheed
Corporation coin help you. To
qualified high school seniors, both
men and women, the Lockheed
Leadership Fund is offering 15
scholarships
starting
four-year
next fall in colleges and universities throughout the nation.
The scholarships include free
college tuition and $500 a year
for basic expenses. Ten of them
are in engineering: five are in
business and science. Applicants
are selected on the basis of leadership potential as evidenced by
school grades and participation
in school and community activities.
To apply, you should write to
the school of your choice, asking
for application forms. Deadlines
vary, but most schools require
applications to be returned by
February 1.
You can obtain additional information, including a list of colleges and universities where the

Basketball Schedule
Is Announced
The Basketball Schedule
this year is OA follows:

MAKE THIS SIMPLE 1-2 TEST

Darnell said therr, was no place
ixi the bud::t for additional
sports for the next several years.
Principal Bob Summers had indicated earlier this fall that the
grid sport might get started by
next season.

aptitude test, appropriate in difficulty level for a much wider
range of college-bound students
than forms of the test given in
previous years. It yields separate
verbal and quantitative aptitude
scores and is similar in content
and difficulty to the Scholastic
College
Apitude Test of the
Board, which is used by Board
members and other colleges in
their admissions and scholarship
selection.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Moo
Plows of All Kinds Acesirately Repaired at Low Coot
11/16—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Aircraft Corp. Offers Scholarships

—Front The FHS "IferinelI"

Serta

Bearl Darnell, Fulton County
school superintendent, has indicated that the school budget will
not allow the addition of football

at Fulton County Hi.-jh SchooL

for

.. There
Wingo .... Dec. 2
TUghman ... Dec. 6 ... There
Fulton Co. .. Dec. 9 .. Here
Here
So. Fulton .. Dec. 12 .
Benton .... Dec. 16 .... Here
Carlisle Co. .. Dec. 19 .. Here
No. Marshall .. Jan. 6 . Here
.. There
Jan. 9
Cuba
.. Here
Central .... Jan. 16
Murray
Jan. 20 .... There
Carlisle Co .. Jan. 29 .. There
So. Fulton .. Jan. 27 .. There
Here
Jan. 90 ....
Cuba
So. Marshall .. Feb. 5 .. Here
Feb. 10 .... There
Central
Fulton Co. . Feb. 19 .. There
.. Here
Feb. 17
Wing°
. Feb. 20 ... There
May!ield
Feb 24 •. Here
Ballard Co

To My Fulton Cady Friends:

Jr. High Cheerleaders
For New Year Elected

I wish to express my sincere thanks to all of
you who voted and worked to secure for me the office

At the first of school, members
of the faculty and the "A" team
cheerleaders met to elect the
Junior High Cheerleaders.
Mary DeMyer and Judy Hoodenpyle were selected from the
seventh grade. Martha DeMyer,
Judy Owens, Ann Bowers, and
Sharrye Johnson were chosen to
represent the eighth grade. Judy
Owens was elected captain.

of Representative of the First Congressional District
in theUnited States Congress.
I deeply appreciate the kindness and courtesies
shown me and the time and effort you gave in my
behalf.
I am humbly grateful for your friendship and

441

confidence.

Sincerely yours,
110 ple an us* to sled Its ory kat"

Frank A. Stubblefield

CITY DRUG CO.
Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.
•

•

COAST TO COAST ONLY 1; CENTS
PER MILE FOR GAS!
Pontiac's new Tempest 420E V-8 sets the year's most important
economy mark Here's the story and what it means to you!
177.7311E7A.,
PONTIAC COAST-TO-COAST ECONOMY RUN
Sew Diego, Califiriaie hi Seramoish, Georgia
COMPLETED OCTOBER LT, 1958

DISTANCE . ...
DEWING TIME. ...

•

2,442J MILES

60.72

HOURS
FUEL CONSUMED. . . 6 . 1123 GALLONS
FUEL COST. .
. ▪
6 $15.75

MILES PEI GALLON. .
AVERAGE SPEED
COST PER MILE

'
J.0-416
Es IOW

. 21.7 Average Ess oefire trip
402 MILES PER HOUR
1.465 CENTS

%AL

—From The FHS "Kennel!"

Press lightly . see how Saris
liner construction gives you
permanent top softness with
highly resilient innersprings—
not just upholstery. Press lightly. feel how responsive at body
contact. Here's permanent comfort to relax muscles.

Press hard ... see how, at full
body weight, ribbons of steel in
Sertaliner construction give
firmness to the innersprings
and distribute your weight to
prevent sag. Press bard, feel
the permanent firmness doctors
advise for spine-level sleep.

Feel the difference patented
Sortaliner spring construction makes
Feel how you get permanent firmness to level spine...
AND permanent comfort to relax muscles! No other
mattress in the world has this unique construction.
That's why this mattress gives the world's most restful
sleep! See it ... you'll want to own and enjoy it!

$79

$ella e /6
• Mattress
A "Perfect Sleeper"

"Geereefeed by.‘1%
Geed lieeseleeeing

Advertised In the
Journal of $1.,
American Inenlicei
Arieecieflon

if
Stop in anytime..,
meet your friends hers
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
a your choke. No obligation. Ask about
OW easy purchase plan
with
AL privilege.

Masonic Bldg.

Phone 201

What does it mean to you?
Simply—and very importantly—this: For the first
time, you can get deep-chested V-8 pep with
better mileage than from many smaller so-called
"economy cars" ... and get it on regular fuel!

We asked one of America's most respected
car testers—"Uncle Tom" McCahill—to put
a standard Pontiac Catalina Sedan with our
new economy V-8 to the test.

And with only one specification—that the run
would be exactly like you would drive_coast to
coast yourself—in mountains, in city traffic, across
deserts, buying gas wherever the tank ran low.

If you owned a Pontiac with this new Tempest
420E V-8 you'd be saving up to 5 cents a gallon on
regular fuel. This new economy V-8 is optional at
no extra cost on any Hydra-Matic Pontiac!

And here's the phenomenal story in every complete detail—all officially certified by NASCAR,
America's top automobile competition authority.

See your Pontiac dealer soon—and discover the
newest in V-8 performance and economy!
IliolonwP•N‘

PONTIAC!
America's Number0 Road Car

THE ONLY CAR WITH
Wiell-rieAcir WHEELS

naafi., New Stein • Ceicalise • Sow Chief • doese•Xe

ill YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALBE

Mode by a Soria Assoc/0M

Bennett Electric & Furniture Co.
Walnut Street

to%\Im vim

LIFE

TOP

'
4

•Tewiwieek

MAKE
01111 STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

-

P.11 w
Sips
14
Companion
Lex Spring
Sarno Price

SMOOTH

JUNIORS TO SELECT RINGS
Within the next two weeks the
Juniors will select their class
Store
rings. Andrews' Jewelry
takes care of this service every
year.

r,
, .•

KING MOTOR CO; INC.

- 4111111L-

UNION CITY, TENN.

ONInKg,•!.6egl..- TOMP10411111 .1.11111,11111110101101.4•111PeraINO.

a,
itat 41400a)...aa alloaaarlaia‘

S. FULTON, TENN.

101 W. STATE LINE

•••

•

'ions--'..;

flaw,

11.
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NOW is the time to get your XMAS POSITIONS. . now being
Typewriter and Adding Macfilled. Apply now for immediate
hine -Overiaeulest, Nee -411se
meek it Yaw have 12 to 29 htaiillk
available per week. Av. pay
Peeples, Service Manager of
CARD OF THANKS
$2.25 per hour. No experience
The Harvey Caldwell ComWrite Mrs. Betty
needed.
We wish to express our sincere
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutPiercy; P. 0. Box 1006, Jackgratitude to our friends and
fitters, Phone 674.
son, Tennessee, or phone Jackneighbors for their many acts of
son 2-1889 after 8:00 p. m. If
kindness, expressions of sym- FIVE SUMS of ',leak shipping
rural area, include direction to
tags always be OWE; keen
pathy and floral offerings during
home and phone number.
the largest to the ernalkat.
the illness and death of our lovYou sea buy 'est plan er
ed one. .Especially do we want
we'h print 'sea for you. it FOR THE Bir.bT Deal vn Othee
to thank Bro. Oliver Cunningham,
Furnitare buy Shaw-Walker.
you need shipping laga, some
the Doctors and staff of Jones
See
James 0. Butts at The
News
seise,
to the Fulton
Hospital and the WhAnel Funeral
Ce.,
Caldwell
Harvey
Commereiai Aveaue.
Home. May God's richest blessDRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
ings be yours. Gratefully yours, HELP WANTED: Opportunity for
Phone 674. We trade for your
-The wife and family of
old equipment.
person retired or needing addiKelley French
tional income. A good Rawleigh
business is hard to beat. Opening now in Fulton. Full or part
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- time. Co. Representative will be
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
chine and electric floor polishin area. Write at once for perer and electric vacuum cleansonal interview - Rawleigh's, 215 Main
Phone 126
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Dept. KYK-1071-338, Freeport,
Ky.
Fulton,
Phone 35, Church Street •
WANTED: Additional sales force.
Motorola-Capitol-RCA
Previous experience helpful but
HiFi, tape recorders
not necessary. For interview
REPAIR SERVICE
record players
see Charles Walker, Fulton
RADIO AND TV
Roofing and Insulation ComComplete selectim
pany. No phone calls, please.
of RECORDS
Any make-any model
•

CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
_Shoe Shop, 304 Main.
When it's

Real Estate in Fulton
-seeCHARLES W.BURROW
309 Walnut

Phone 61

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
-The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times !

WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUT!

27c
ROLL
WHILE IT LASTS

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
.207 Church
Phone 35

$175 Monthly
Spare Time Income
Man or women to refill and
collect money from our New
Sports-Card and Candy Diapensep in this Area. No selling. To qualify must have car,
reference, $495 cash secured by
inventory.
Profitable opportunity, devoting 4-6 hours spare time
weekly. Your end of percentage of collections can net up
to $175 monthly with good
possibilities of taking over full
time. Operation income increasing accordingly. For interview, include phone number in application, Write P. 0.
Box 203, St. Louis, Mo.

••••••••

A1.1,

11 Acres on Union City
Highway, just at edge of town.
Three bedroom modern dwelling, 475 feet of highway frontage. This tract has a small
home on back side that rents
for $20.00 per month which
helps tote the note. Has loan
that can be assumed by responsible party.
IN BURCHAM SUB-DIVISION, New three bedroom,
bath and one-half brick veneer
dwelling, Natural gas heating,
Birch cabinets. Plenty of
closets, outside storage, concrete driveway. This can be
handled with a 10% down
payment or will carry $10,000
convential 1 o a n. Payments
$71.65 per month. Vacant and
ready. We will trade. $12,500.00
NEW SMALL HOUSE on
Tennessee side, storm doors
and windows, two bedrooms
close to neighborhood grocery.
$6,250.00
IN EAST FULTON ON
MADIEN STREET, New two
bedroom home, attached carport in quiet neighborhood.
This has never been occupied
and is a honey. $8,000.00 will
carry $6,000.00 loan.
BUY NOW, THE VALUE OF
REAL ESTATE IS SURE TO
GO UP
Wick

Smith Agency

Please 62 Day-160 Night
3S1. Main Street

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Electric Motors

WOOD & PRUITT TV

Sales and Service

300 Walnut St.

New and used motors for sale
-

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

Join our Record Club
Buy 10-get one free
We Selk,ALL brands TV,
radios,
and recorders

Long Terms-Easy Payments

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

WE

Sales and Service

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.

CLEANEST

PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.

-"A new Family Insurance Plan" that covers
the entire family-Father, Wife, children to age
25-4-with one policy, one
depbsit!
EXAMPLE
$5,000
$2,000

WHEP,EKICS! g".5 FINED
RAGING INFERNO OF WAR' 110
KILL OR Bk KILLED!

k iP4 /v1
silts rats sad ion

If 114DED

sQuAc!
.,
.0 110..•••

•

RYTEX "Personalised"
Stationery

Fulton Real Estate Co.

ry

SAVE
Buy Auto Insuranee on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN 36% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTRS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

BOB HYLAND

•

CuttitT

BIG SMITH
MATCHED
SHIRTS and PANTS

as the "East Side Inn" Cafe,
South Seventh St. (Ext.) Hiek-

,XXCHANGE

man. Kentucky, hereby

de-

took Pied as timid -with dress
odors end tapered waists. Each size
essilskis fa eves time locks and
three body lengths. Pants cores is
d lengths, 29-50 waists, upper y.
Seatortml-Color-test

clares her intention to apply

Furniture Company

for license as retail beer dealer

Fulton

under the State law.

$6.96 Suit

SANTA'S
cm,
JUST ARRIVED! Cles

1/he Mon Who Knows
Wears NO SMITH Oothed•

Noffel's Dept. Store.
N
%
k‘
I

420 LAKE ST.

a

Fl 'PON

114
410
Ammer

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 - 160

Does Your Heating
Have a COLD?

$12.18 per month

Non-Cancelable Disability and Hospitalization
Plan

BATTALION

rhea.5

Fulton

Phone 201

TAN(

NUL SQUAD STARRING WALLY CAO1P0 TANK RATTALION STARRING DON MELLY
R A NO ON CARR0L L & F RIDE RIC'AIMS SWUM,
LEN•EDMOND I RODINSON
AM AMERICAN•INTERNATIONAL PICTUNE AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Gladys Morse doing Wanness

buy it at

Church Street

15 1114R
'VI

SALE, while they last. Choice
selection of Freeman and Florsheim shoes at $10.95 and $12.95
at Forrester's Shoe Shop.

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards

*

SPINET PIANO
Available to responsible party
on payments of $16.50 per
month; can be seen locally.

Insurance Agency
Phone 1185 - Box 315

look for these SYMPTOMS:
ID your house Is "fever" hot
one minute,"chilly" the next.
floors
ors cold.
o
you're paying big heat bilk.

Write Credit Dept.,
Box 768, Paducah, Ky.

o

Don't watt for a complete breakdown

$1000 BOND GUARANTEES COMFORT

WADE'S SPECIALS....
Nice Bedroom Suite

$58.00

Odd Bed

$10.00

Pedal Type Sewing Machines
Living Room Suites

$25.00

Reworked Living Room Suites
9x12 Rugs

Coleman

HEATING

$74.95 to $119.95
$5.50 to $9.95
LOW

$22.50 Bookcase

$12.50

Extra Nice Chest of Drawers
Duo Therm Oil Heaters

$17.50
$49.95

9x12 Wool Rug

$12.50

Laundry Stoves

We have a large selection of
dolls, plush animals, tea sets, tricycles.
wagons, cars, trucks, holster sets, musical
toys, games and many other items

$5.00

$15.00 to $23.50

Odd Tables, your choice ___ _
Extra Nice Round Table

$5.00
$12.50

•

too

•

Buy now on our convenient Lay-Away
plan, while selections are complete.

• • •

Al

Wade's Used Furniture Store

NATIONAL STORES CORP.

"Trade with Wade and Save'.
Phone

478

Lake Street

DOWN

PAYMENT

numerous to mention.

Remnants of Rugs at Reduced Prices
Odd Dresser

112 Main Street

when we install

$27.50 to $39.50

Fulton

* EASY TERMS *

No other heating system
can equal the cordon you'll
get with Coleman Blend-Air
...we guarantee it with the
strongest heating warranty
ever offered! Blend-Air is
a new way of circulating
warmth -and it's so easy to
install. Saves so much space

,1111111
Built for 'add-on'
oir - conditioning.
Every Coleman furnace elves

you can turn your "furnace central cooling with lowroom" into living area! Let cost Coleman air condition.
Ing. Saves you money
us tell you more...
*Call Today For vital Heating Survey *

GRUM FURNITURE CO.
'Tow Fliers. Fins Favadsure'
Walnut IX

Mayt
Maybe
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LEGAL NOTICE

FLOWERS

"t

Ala

WHY pay more for a good steeltoe shoe? Come by and see our
Red Wing steel-toe shoes, $10.95
at Forrester's Shoe Shop.

and

des•ri

USED FURNITURE

Scott's Floral Shoppe

HERE'S NEWS!

ORPHEUM

Friday - Saturday
and Sunday

List your
Fenn and kiwi& Property
with the

161 Main St

BEST

SELECT GIFTS for HIM at the
Store that specializes in male
attire and accessories from
head to foot. Don't fail to inspect our suits and coats. The
Edwards Store, Mayfield, Ky.

Total cost

For Tht.

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Specialized Service
E. State Line
Fulton
Phones 459 and 559

RENT - - - -

Street, Metropolis, Illinois.

-Lndurance-

See *ern what you want
to BUY OR MILL.

new and used gas engines for sale
---

TT. Mime 1111. Roper Television

AND

Gasoline Engines

Father (age 35)
Mother (age 35)

trade-repair and mere. Get MOTORCYCLES: new and used.
tnw prises. We minim all makes
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry

FARM LOANS

Pops-clgissical-gospel

(14 days to 6 month) $500.00
(6 months to 25 years) $1,000

120 Acres, excellent cattle
farm, good water all over,
Modern dwelling needs repairs
although livable, T V A. 40
acres in one field, level as any
street. (Owner presently has
50 head on this tract, pretty as
a picture). We will trade this
farm, listen to any reasonable
proposition or sell for spot cash
for $75.00 per acre. Don't hesitate!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

M & W Appliances

All Children

FOR SALE

PdNG I

WHITE OAK timber wanted: we BEST tee the money because
they're all-leether: Red Wing
buy white oak standing timber;
and W. L. Douglas work shoes
custom stave and heading bolts.
at Forrester's Shoe Shop.
Contact*. for prices and spec!.
ations. National Distillers WELLS DRILLED br industry
fi,
I
,
roducts Co.; Box 65, Wingo,
and hemes Modern equipment,
Ky.
experienced workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
I AM NOW repreaeting the
Greitafield Monument Works
Fulton, KY
and will appreciate the opor- HEARING glasses and aids renttunity to show you our beautied; late models; low as $5.00
ful line of memorials. Tom
month. Rhodes Hearing Aid
Hales, Fulton, phone 194.
Service, P. 0. Box 518; 333
North 9th Street, Paducah, Ky.
TV AFTINKNAS: We taireall-

Psalm

Phone 155
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